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Forty years into the Title IX game, the score is 253 to 0, religious exemptions recognized versus those
denied. Almost no one knows the overall score of the game, who has made points, or who is playing.
Prior to the Human Rights Campaign’s release of a report in December 2015, relatively few beyond the
participants themselves even knew the game was played. Documented religious exemptions to Title IX
largely take place in the dark, in private administrative processes rarely made public, under obscure
agency standards and policies. The parameters of religious exemptions to Title IX have never been
litigated in court or subjected to judicial review. Virtually no scholarship exists on the subject. Religious
exemptions to Title IX pose a particularly urgent question given the flood of new exemptions claims
focusing on transgender and homosexuality. This analysis is a first, foundational step in evaluating
religious exemptions to Title IX.
On its face, a score of 253 and counting, suggests complete and overwhelming victory for one side, the
educational institutions claiming religious exemption to Title IX. In reality, however, the lopsided score
hides another story, one much more complex and nuanced than the score reflects. Over time, the
government agency charged with Title IX enforcement subtly arrogated to itself power and authority to
regulate religious exemption to Title IX. As much as victory, the score reveals a subtle erosion of
autonomy as religious educational institutions acquiesce to the administrative state by requesting
exemption under regulatory procedures rather than claiming inherent exemption under the Title IX
statute itself and the Constitution. I conclude that the administrative regulatory procedures for religious
exemption to Title IX have largely failed to accomplish the non-discrimination goals of Title IX, to respect
religious liberties, or to facilitate a sustainable engagement between these potentially competing values.
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Religious Exemptions to Title IX
I.

Introduction

Forty years into the Title IX game, the score is 253 to 0, religious exemptions recognized versus those
denied. 1 Almost no one knows the overall score of the game, who has made points, or who is playing.
Prior to the Human Rights Campaign’s release of a report in December 2015, relatively few beyond the
participants themselves – administrators at individual universities, the Department of Education’s Office
for Civil Rights, complainants -- even knew the game was played. 2 Although religious exemptions to
Title IX and its implementing regulations at 34 CFR §106.12, began in 1975 with the fanfare and publicity
of congressional hearings, investigative journalism, and university protest, over time it ceased to be a
spectator sport. Documented religious exemptions to Title IX largely take place in the dark, in private
administrative processes rarely made public, under unpublished or obscure agency standards and
policies. The parameters of religious exemptions to Title IX have never been litigated in court or
subjected to judicial review. 3 Virtually no scholarship exists on the subject, 4 even within the abundant
and well-developed recent theoretical work on broader questions of religious exemption. 5
1

The number 253 is current as of January 6, 2016. The number is likely to increase as the Department of
Education’s Office for Civil Rights considers 22 religious exemption claims pending as of January 2016 and
educational institutions make new claims, particularly regarding transgender and homosexuality.
2
Sarah Warbelow and Remington Gregg, Human Rights Campaign, Hidden Discrimination: Title IX Religious
Exemptions Putting LGBT Students at Risk, December 2015, available at http://hrc-assets.s3-website-us-east1.amazonaws.com//files/assets/resources/Title_IX_Exemptions_Report.pdf (accessed Jan. 9, 2015).
3
The plaintiff in Grove City v. Bell, 465 US 555 (1984) could have raised the question of religious exemption, but did
not. See, e.g., Respondent’s Brief, fn. 55 (where plaintiff-petitioner asserted a violation of First Amendment rights
to free speech and association, but did not “contend that the College's refusal to assure compliance with Title IX
[was] based upon any religious tenet” even though the college was affiliated with the Presbyterian Church).
Available at http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/osg/briefs/1983/01/01/sg830181.txt (accessed Jan. 11,
2016).
In Hall v. Lee, 932 F. Supp. 1027, 1033 (ED Tenn. 1996), the district court found no violation of Title IX in a
college’s dismissal of a student and thus did not resolve a question about religious exemption or the procedures by
which it might be claimed. The court in Hall also noted that its research, like mine, revealed no cases construing
either the statutory provision for religious exemption itself, 20 U.S.C. §1681(a)(3), or the implementing regulations
found at 34 C.F.R. §106.12. Id. at 1033. Hall was decided in 1996, more than twenty years after Title IX was first
enacted and nearly ten years after it was modified by the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987. See also Cabading v.
California Baptist University, Case No: RIC 1302245, Superior Court of California, County of Riverside, July 11, 2014
(transgender student’s law suit against religious institution did not include a Title IX claim and thus no question of
religious exemption to it).
4
In the 1970s, a small handful of law review notes briefly mentioned, but did not extensively discuss, religious
exemption to Title IX. See, e.g., David B. Frohnmayer, Title IX, Education Amendments of 1972, 2 J.C & U.L. 49, 51
(1974-1975); Implementing Title IX: The HEW Regulations 124 U.Pa.L.Rev. 806, 807 (1976); Tim Philpot, Title IX Sex
Discrimination Regulations: Impact on Private Education 65 Ky. L. J. 656, 694-699 (1976-1977); David Kroll, Title IX
Sex Discrimination Regulations: Private Colleges and Academic Freedom, 13 Urb. L. Ann. 107, 133 (1977). A few
other law review articles in the late 1980s mentioned the existence of religious exemption to Title IX as the Civil
Rights Restoration Act amended it, but did nothing more.
5
See, e.g., Martha Minow, “Should Religious Groups be Exempt from Civil Rights Laws?” __ Boston College Law
Review __ (forthcoming) http://ssrn.com/abstract=1013417; Ira C. Lupu, “Hobby Lobby and the Dubious Enterprise
of Religious Exemptions,” 38 Harv.J.L.& Gen. 35 (2014); Douglas Laycock, Religious Liberty and the Culture Wars,
2014 U. Ill. L. Rev. 839 (2014); Philip Hamburger, Equality and Exclusion: Religious Liberty and Political Process
(March 10, 2014), Columbia Public Law Research Paper No. 14-387, Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2404626; Douglas Nejaime and Reva B. Siegel, Conscience Wars: Complicity-Based
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As the 253 to 0 score reflects, however, the agency standards and policies, as well as Title IX itself, are
highly deferential to the religious educational institutions claiming exemptions. That deference
underscores the need to shine a spotlight on the game and its individual participants, on the processes
and policies and execution of religious exemptions to Title IX. Through an excavation of the historical
record -- internal administrative agency communications, policy guidance memoranda, congressional
testimony, legislative history, university archives, personal interviews, newspaper and web articles, and
most importantly creation of a database of Title IX religious exemption claims themselves – this study
charts and analyzes the development of religious exemptions to Title IX from 1975 through early January
2016.
Religious exemptions to Title IX pose a particularly urgent question given the flood of new exemptions
claims occasioned, in part, by the joint resolution agreement in 2013 among the Department of
Education, the Department of Justice, and the Arcadia Unified School District regarding transgender
students and the Department of Education’s April 2014 “significant guidance document” that expressly
included gender identity within Title IX’s sex discrimination prohibitions. 6 Moreover, experience with
religious exemptions to Title IX is relevant to current debates regarding institutional religious
exemptions in other areas of the law. Most specifically, in September 2015, the Department of Health
and Human Services asked for comments on whether its regulatory procedures for implementing
exemptions to the Affordable Care Act should track those of Title IX found in 34 CFR § 106.12. 7 More
generally, religious exemptions to Title IX may interact with proposed non-discrimination legislation like
the federal Equality Act in unexpected or at least non-obvious ways. 8
Parts II and III explicate the statutory provision for religious exemption to Title IX and its associated
regulatory procedures as well as the surrounding controversy and resistance that accompanied their
creation and initial implementation. Part IV reveals the largely unpublished policies and practices by
which the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights considers religious exemption claims and
their application in hundreds of instances to arrive at the current score.
Conscience Claims in Religion and Politics, 124 Yale L. J. 2516 (2015); Michael J. Perry, On the Constitutionality and
Political Morality of Granting Conscience-Protecting Exemptions Only to Religious Believers (May 27, 2015). Emory
Public Law Research Paper No. 15-356. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2611158; Jean L. Cohen,
Freedom of Religion, Inc.: Whose Sovereignty? (Oct. 19, 2015). Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2676141; Frederick Mark Gedicks, 'Substantial' Burdens (September 8, 2015), BYU Law
Research Paper No. 15‐18, available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2657733.
6
Resolution Agreement between the Arcadia Unified School District, the US Department of Education, OCR, and
the US Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, July 24, 2013, available at
http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2013/07/26/arcadiaagree.pdf (accessed Sept. 4, 2015);
Questions and Answers on Title IX and Sexual Violence, April 14, 2014, available at
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/qa-201404-title-ix.pdf (accessed Feb. 5, 2016).
I anticipated that the Supreme Court’s recognition of a constitutional right to same-sex marriage in Obergefell
v. Hodges, 135 S.Ct. 2071 (2015), would also motivate certain religious educational institutions to claim exemption,
but none of the 22 exemption claims made after Obergefell was decided on June 26, 2015 and by January 6, 2016,
the end date for my data, did so.
7
See, Non-Discrimination in Health Programs and Activities; Proposed Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 54172-54421, 54173
(Sept. 8, 2015).
8
For example, Lambda Legal notes that “The [2015] Equality Act updates the law to add explicit protections for sex,
sexual orientation, and gender identity to existing civil rights laws. It does not change the religious exemptions
already in place in federal law. “ http://www.lambdalegal.org/publications/20150723_equality-act-faq (accessed
Jan. 9, 2015). Lamgda Legal recognizes the potential interaction between the Equality Act and Title VII’s provisions
regarding employment as well as the Fair Housing Act, but says nothing about religious exemptions to Title IX. Id.
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On its face, a score of 253 and counting, suggests complete and overwhelming victory for one side, the
educational institutions claiming religious exemption to Title IX. In more than 40 years, the federal
government has never denied a religious exemption claim to Title IX. In reality, however, the lopsided
score hides another story, one much more complex and nuanced than the score reflects. Part V
analyzes that story: how, over time, the government agency charged with Title IX enforcement -- the
Office for Civil Rights (OCR), first at the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and then, after
1980, at the Department of Education – subtly but surely arrogated to itself power and authority to
regulate religious exemption to Title IX, just as opponents of the regulatory procedure initially predicted.
As much as victory, the score reveals a subtle erosion of autonomy as religious educational institutions
acquiesce to the administrative state by requesting exemption under regulatory procedures rather than
claiming their inherent exemption under the Title IX statute itself and the Constitution. Moreover, the
lack of publicity and transparency regarding religious exemption to Title IX facilitated OCR’s arrogation
of power while concomitantly impeding both efficiency and fairness as it undermined the nondiscrimination principles of Title IX itself.
With the playing field mapped out, Part VI concludes that the administrative regulatory procedures for
religious exemption to Title IX have largely failed to accomplish the non-discrimination goals of Title IX,
to respect religious liberties, or to facilitate a sustainable engagement between these potentially
competing values. Even with resolution of the transparency and publicity problems that have plagued
religious exemption to Title IX, Title IX should not be a model for other areas of potential conflict
between religion and non-discrimination. Certainly, religious exemption to otherwise generally
applicable law should be public and publicized. Publicity is necessary, but not sufficient, to address Title
IX’s challenges. In a pluralistic society, more important are the basic questions of who makes individual
determinations of institutional religious exemption and by what criteria. Forty-years into the Title IX
game, we have few clear answers to either question, except that the Office for Civil Rights has never said
no.
II. Statutory Provisions
As a generally applicable federal civil rights law, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, known
colloquially simply as “Title IX,” prohibits sex discrimination in education programs and activities that
receive federal funds. 9 Title IX is most famous for increasing the sports and athletic opportunities
available to girls and young women during their formative educational years, although it has more
recently become a tool for addressing sexual assault on campus. While the statutory language of Title IX
is relatively general, the implementing regulations more specifically prohibit discrimination based on sex
in admissions, hiring, employment and student recruiting, housing, facilities, access to classes and
schools, counseling and use of appraisal and counseling materials, financial assistance, employment
assistance to students, health and insurance benefits and services, marital or parental status, athletics,
textbooks and curricular material, and more.10
Title IX provides that any public or private elementary or secondary school, school district, college, or
university that receives any federal funding, including indirectly through financial aid to students, must
comply with Title IX’s non-discrimination requirements. 11 Within those parameters, however, Title IX
20 USC §1681 et seq.
34 CFR §§106.21-106.61.
11
20 USC §1681(a)
9

10
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exempts from compliance educational institutions controlled by a religious organization with contrary
religious tenets. 12 By its express terms, Title IX allows an educational institution to discriminate based
on sex if two criteria are met: 1) it is “controlled by a religious organization,” and 2) application of Title
IX would “not be consistent with the religious tenets” of that organization. 13
III. Regulatory Implementation
A. Draft Regulations
The federal Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) first proposed draft regulations to
Title IX in June 1974, two years after the law’s passage. 14 In contrast to the statute, the draft regulations
included a procedural mechanism by which educational institutions could claim a religious exemption. 15
The draft regulations assigned to the Director of the Office for Civil Rights at HEW, the authority to
determine eligibility for a religious exemption: “An education institution which wishes to claim the
exemption . . . shall do so in writing to the Director when filing the assurance required by §[106].4,
setting forth the extent of the requested exemption and enclosing a statement of the religious tenets
under which the exemption is claimed and any other information which might aid the Director in
determining whether the institution qualifies for such exemption.” 16 During the 120-day notice and
comment period, nearly 10,000 individuals and institutions formally responded to the proposed
regulations. 17
B. Final Regulations, Congressional Review, and Related Opposition
HEW made substantive changes in the religious exemption procedure when it promulgated final
regulations for Title IX in June 1975 by “modif[ing] and simplify[ing]” the language. 18 The final version of
what is now 34 CFR §106.12(b), the procedural mechanism for claiming a religious exemption, removed
the draft language quoted above that allowed the Director of the Office for Civil Rights at HEW to decide
whether an educational institution qualified for the religious exemption, as well as the requirement that
educational institutions claim a religious exemption at the same time as filing the assurance of
compliance required by §106.4. 19 The final version of §106.12(b) read “An educational institution which
wishes to claim the exemption . . . shall do so by submitting in writing to the Director a statement by the
highest ranking official of the institution, identifying the provisions of this part which conflict with a
specific tenet of the religious organization." 20 The final version made the statement of religious
exemption itself sufficient, without review or qualification by a government agency.

12

20 USC §1687.
20 USC § 1681(a)(3). See also 20 USC § 1687 9 (defining covered ‘‘program or activity’’ except that “such term
does not include any operation of an entity which is controlled by a religious organization if the application of
section 1681 of this title to such operation would not be consistent with the religious tenets of such organization.”)
14
39 Fed. Reg. 22227 (1974)
15
39 Fed. Reg. 22234 (1974).
16
Id.
17
See, e.g., Sex Discrimination Rules." In CQ Almanac 1975, 31st ed., 661-65,
http://library.cqpress.com/cqalmanac/cqal75-1211850 (accessed Nov. 19, 2015).
18
40 Fed. Reg. 24130 (1975)
19
40 Fed. Reg. 24139 (1975) (emphasis added).
20
Id.
13
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Even though these Title IX regulations were termed final, they were still subject to a 45-day
congressional review period. 21 If, during the review period, Congress found the regulations, or any
portion of them, to be “inconsistent" with the statutory authority of Title IX, it could “disapprove” of the
final regulations and require HEW to redraft the offending provisions. 22 If Congress chose not to act, the
final regulations would automatically become effective at the end of the 45-day period. 23
During congressional hearings held during the review period, two associations voiced significant
concerns regarding the procedures for obtaining a religious exemption under §106.12(b): the American
Association of Presidents of Independent Colleges and Universities (AAPICU) and the United States
Catholic Conference. 24 Dallin Oaks testified as director and secretary of the AAPICU and also as president
of Brigham Young University, a university sponsored by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
(LDS) and in 1975 the largest private university in the United States as measured by full-time
enrollment. 25 In President Oaks’ view, the procedure set forth in the final version of §106.12(b) was
“demeaning and inconsistent with the Federal Constitution” as it required educational institutions to
“go hat-in-hand to a Government administrator to demonstrate what religious tenet support[ed] the
particular point of view” on which the institution based its religious exemption claim. 26 The procedure
was “an interference with religious belief and practice,” particularly because the United States Supreme
Court had held in various cases that “it is not part of the business of Government to get into the
business of religious belief or practice.” 27 In fact, President Oaks argued that, by means of §106.12(b),
“Government and not the church becomes the final arbiter of religious worship, practice and belief,” an
entanglement the First Amendment forbade. 28 President Oaks contended further that §106.12(b)
constituted “an outrageous and flagrant violation of academic and religious freedom.” 29 Resolution of
this constitutional violation was, in his argument, quite simple: delete subsection (b). Through President
Oaks, the AAPICU first suggested, then demanded, withdrawal of §106.12(b). 30 The AAPICU voiced no
objection to §106.12(a), the substantive portion of the regulatory religious exemption, because it merely
tracked the language of the statute to substantiate the religious exemption, but only to the procedural
requirement of §106.12(b). 31 In President Oaks’ argument, eliminating the procedural requirement
would “be a restatement of the statutory intent of Congress” and allow claims of discrimination and
religious exemption under Title IX to be heard in court rather than resolved by an executive agency. 32
President Oaks maintained that the federal judiciary, not the executive branch, was the government
21

Under § 431(d) of the General Education Provisions Acts, as amended by the Education Amendments of 1974, §
509(a)(2), Congress had 45 days in which to review the regulations. See Monte Stewart, Comment: HEW’s
Regulation under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972: Ultra Vires Challenges, 1976 BYU L. Rev. 133. See,
also, “Sex Discrimination Rules," supra note 11.
22
20 USCA §1232(d) (Supp. 1976) (repealed by Pub. L. 103-382, §247).
23
20 USCA §1232(e) (Supp. 1976) (repealed by Pub. L. 103-382, §247).
24
“Sex Discrimination Regulations,” Hearings before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education of the
committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, 94th Congress, 1st Session; Review of Regulations to
Implement Title Ix of Public Law 92-138 Conducted Pursuant to Sec. 431 of the General Education Provisions Act
(US GP0, Washington, 1975), [hereinafter 1975 Congressional Hearings] 228 et seq. and 588-591.
25
1975 Congressional Hearings, Testimony of Dallin H. Oaks, at 262.
26
Id. at 238.
27
Id.
28
1975 Congressional Hearings, Testimony of Dallin H. Oaks, at 231.
29
Id. at 248, 263.
30
Id.
31
Id. at 263.
32
Id.
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entity “traditionally imbued” with the responsibility of determining violations of regulations and statutes
and thus the appropriate entity to do so under Title IX, if government had to be involved at all. 33
President Oaks and the AAPICU resisted the expansion of the administrative state and sought to
maintain the distinctive educational experiences that they perceived independent and religious
secondary institutions provided.
Like President Oaks and the AAPICU, the United States Catholic Conference deemed the substantive
religious exemption in §106.12(a) appropriate, but opposed the procedures outlined in 34 CFR
§106.12(b), particularly in its draft form as it expressly allowed an executive agency to determine an
educational institution’s qualification for the religious exemption. 34 To support its argument, the US
Catholic Conference cited Supreme Court decisions in Walz v. Commissioner -- as had President Oaks -and Lemon v. Kurtzman, for what it termed the First Amendment’s categorical mandate of church/state
neutrality. 35 Church/state neutrality required that the state “refrain from a surveillance of religion or
religious activities,” a requirement that §106.12(b) “totally ignored.” 36 Unlike President Oaks and the
AAPICU, however, the US Catholic Conference offered a solution other than complete elimination of
§106.12(b). Rather than having educational institutions submit a written statement of religious tenets
that the government would then evaluate to determine eligibility for exemption, the US Catholic
Conference proposed a self-certification procedure. The certification would simply be a statement of
fact, a statement of the educational institution’s status as a religiously exempt institution. 37 Selfcertification would “avoid serious constitutional issues and at the same time provide a workable
administrative procedure.” 38
The final version of §106.12(b) approximated the self-certification proposal of the US Catholic
Conference as it removed the language of the draft regulation that allowed the government agency to
“determin[e] whether the institution qualifies” for the religious exemption. Unlike President Oaks and
the AAPICU, the US Catholic Conference recognized the need for some administrative procedure, as long
as the government did not surveil religious institutions or determine the credibility of claims to a
religious exemption.
During the 45-day review period, the House of Representatives’ Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
voted by voice to disapprove the religious exemption procedures as part of a larger disapproval
resolution that would have required HEW to rewrite the regulations. 39 The House Education and Labor
Equal Opportunities Committee, to which the subcommittee’s disapproval resolution was referred,
unanimously recommended that the full committee reject the disapproval resolution, which it did,
despite the opposition of the AAPICU, the US Catholic Conference, and a congressman’s complaint that
HEW had “added exceptions and exemptions and explications and explanations until what the public is

Id.
1975 Congressional Hearings, Testimony of James L. Robinson, Director, United States Catholic Conference, at
588.
35
Id. at 589 (citing Walz v. Commissioner, 397 US 665 (1970) and Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 US 602 (1971).
36
Id.
37
Id.
38
Id.
39
See, e.g., “Sex Discrimination Rules,” supra note 11. On July 8, 1975, in an amendment offered by Representative
John Erlenborn (R. Ill), the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee voted by voice to include the religious
exemption procedures as part of a larger disapproval resolution sponsored by the subcommittee chair,
Representative James O’Hara (D. Mich). Id.
33
34
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told to do by the regulation bears only a general resemblance to what the law tells them to do.” 40
Congress did not require HEW to redraft the final regulations. At the end of the review period on July 21,
1975, the final regulations became effective with the procedural requirement of §106.12(b) intact. 41
Educational institutions controlled by religious organizations that claim exemption to Title IX “shall do so
by submitting in writing to the Director a statement by the highest ranking official of the institution,
identifying the provisions of this part which conflict with a specific tenet of the religious organization." 42
IV. Developing Religious Exemption Policy and Practice
A. Inherent Exemption -- Ad Hoc Resolution of Three Religious Exemption Claims, 1976
1. Brigham Young University
Following on his testimony before Congress against the regulation’s religious exemption procedure and
their subsequent enactment, President Dallin Oaks led Brigham Young University to receive in August
1976 the first formal acknowledgement from HEW’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of a religious exemption
to Title IX. The process by which OCR and BYU arrived at the exemption was rocky with the university
continuing to assert the constitutional invalidity of the religious exemption procedure.
On October 31, 1975, about four months after his congressional testimony, President Oaks wrote to
David Matthews, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. 43 Rather than requesting an exemption
and thereby implicitly recognizing the administrative agency’s authority to decide religious exemption
claims under Title IX, President Oaks boldly asserted BYU’s exempt status as inherent and already
existent. He notified HEW of BYU’s exemption, rather than either claiming or requesting an exemption.
Oaks’ letter was to “serve as official notification that Brigham Young University and Brigham Young
University – Hawaii Campus consider themselves exempt from portions of the provisions” of the Title IX
regulations “because such sections conflict with the religious teachings of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, which sponsors these institutions.” 44 President Oaks’ letter alleged specific conflict
between LDS teachings and the regulations’ requirement of non-discrimination regarding
marital/parental status in admissions, marital/parental status in the education program, pregnancy in
employment, and appearance. 45
Beyond notifying HEW that BYU was inherently exempt, President Oaks made clear that the statement
gave no ground whatsoever: “We do not concede that the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has the power to review our claim of exemption on the ground of religion. Our rights to the
“Sex Discrimination Rules,” supra note 11. Representative O’Hara complained that HEW “added exceptions and
exemptions and explications and explanations until what the public is told to do by the regulation bears only a
general resemblance to what the law tells them to do.” Id.
41
Id.
42
40 Fed. Reg. 24139 (1975) now codified at 34 CFR § 106 et seq. The regulations were initially numbered as 45
CFR § 86. See “Sex Discrimination Rules,” supra note 11. The submission is now made to the OCR at the
Department of Education, a successor agency to HEW.
43
Letter dated October 31, 1975 from Dallin H. Oaks, President, Brigham Young University to David Matthews,
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and attached notification of BYU’s compliance with Title IX. Available
at Margaret Dunkle Papers, MC 530, folders 11.3-11.7, Item Nos. 11.7357-11.7359, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe
Institute, Harvard University.
44
Id.
45
Id.
40
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free exercise of religion are granted and fully protected by the United States Constitution, which
prohibits any government inquiry into the truth of our religious principles or the sincerity of our belief in
them. Title IX also exempts religious institutions.” 46 President Oaks maintained that the regulation’s
religious exemption procedure was both unconstitutional and ultra vires of the statute. Even so, BYU
did “not wish to be seen as defying the authority given to the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare under Title IX or other civil rights statutes” as BYU “fully support[s] the goal of equal
opportunity for all persons.” 47 If HEW were to engage in a review of BYU’s notice letter, the sort of
review that President Oaks had just described as unconstitutional and ultra vires, Oaks was “certain”
that HEW would “see that Brigham Young University does not discriminate unlawfully against members
of either sex and that a reasonable interpretation of Title IX and the regulations would find [BYU] in
compliance.” 48
President Oaks attached to his letter a copy of a document titled “Notification of Brigham Young
University Policy of Non-Discrimination on the Basis of Sex” which BYU had published as a paid
advertisement in the university newspaper and two other newspapers in the previous weeks. 49 34 CFR
§106.9 required initial public dissemination of each university’s Title IX policy within 90 days of the
regulations effectiveness, mandating publication in local newspapers and alumni magazines, and most
specifically written communication that would be “distributed to every student and employee” of the
educational institution. 50 The published notification developed arguments and provided additional
detail that fleshed out the position President Oaks articulated in his cover letter to HEW.
First, as in President Oaks’ letter, the notification expressed BYU’s commitment to “equal opportunity
for men and women in education and employment,” arguing that BYU was “already in compliance” with
many provisions of Title IX having rectified “any past policy or practice of the university which may have
implied discrimination on the basis of sex.” 51 BYU’s policy forbidding sex discrimination provided:
The Board of Trustees of Brigham Young University endorses the goal of equal opportunity for
men and women in education and employment. Brigham Young University does not
discriminate on the basis of sex among its students or employees, or among applicants for
admission or employment. We support the nondiscrimination laws and have modified various
University policies or procedures which in the past may have been interpreted as discrimination
on the basis of sex. 52
Without admitting actual discrimination, twice the notification acknowledged that BYU’s past practices
may have implied or been interpreted as discrimination based on sex.
The notification detailed the positive actions that the university had taken to “insure [sic] equal
opportunities for men and women”: 1) awarding university scholarships without discrimination, 2)
46
47

48
49

Oaks Letter dated October 31, 1985, to HEW, supra note __, at 3.
Id.

Id.

See Notification of Brigham Young University Policy of Non-Discrimination on the Basis of Sex, The Daily Universe
(Provo, Utah), October 21, 1975; Deseret News (Salt Lake City, Utah), Weekend of October 18, 1975, at 10A; The
Daily Herald (Provo, Utah), October 19, 1975, at 44.
50
34 CFR §106.9
51
See BYU Notification, supra note __.
52
Id.
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increased funding for women’s athletics programs and access to facilities and opportunities, 3)
eliminating more restrictive housing regulations for women, 4) regular review of salaries for female
faculty and staff for equal pay for equal work, 5) identification and resolution of inequalities in hiring
and promotion, 6) encouraging the avoidance of sex stereotyping in textbooks, curriculum, and student
advertisements, and 7) “urging women students to pursue their educational interests with seriousness
and vigor.” 53
While BYU stated that it shared the goal of equal opportunity for men and women, it nonetheless
disputed “the legality and constitutionality” of certain of the Title IX regulations as an invasion of
religious freedom. 54 The notification urged observers to view BYU’s opposition to the regulations as
principled and “authorized by the constitution and laws of the United States,” rather than belligerent
“defiance of the law.” 55 Even though BYU resisted the administrative state, it would submit itself to
judicial process, were it to arise, and comply with “any regulations ultimately sustained as lawful by the
courts of the United States” as part of the law-abiding religious community its scripture and doctrine
encouraged. 56 In the absence of a judicial ruling on the validity of the regulations, however, the
university would follow its own interpretation, an interpretation that represented the university’s “best
judgment on the meaning of the constitution and laws that govern us” and allowed the university to
declare its exemption. 57
In the last paragraph of the notification, the university moved away from legal arguments. The
university explained that it had grounded its refusal to comply with certain regulations in legal principles,
but it also objected to Title IX regulations on moral grounds. The notification proclaimed that “The
teaching of honesty, integrity and chastity must not become exclusively the province of religion. If our
government not only abandons the advocacy of moral standards but positively prohibits the practice of
such values at teaching institutions, as these regulations appear to do, the destruction of America as a
great nation will be both imminent and inevitable.” 58 Beyond its stated objection to regulations
involving sex and dress codes -- the chastity portion of the moral standards, the notification did not
explain how the Title IX regulations limited honesty and integrity at educational institutions or impeded
them from teaching those values. The link between the regulations and the imminent and inevitable
destruction of America was likewise assumed rather than explained.
Public statements by the university to the press aggressively supported the boldness of President Oaks’
letter and the published notification, coming close to the defiance those documents eschewed. The
Chronicle of Higher Education quoted one unnamed university spokesman saying, “We don’t mind
stating our position, but we won’t allow a bureaucrat in Washington to decide if we are sincere.’” 59
Without judicial resolution of the regulations’ constitutionality, a BYU spokesman said the university
would “simply ignore” the regulations while hoping HEW, the administrative agency, ignored it. 60 The
Chronicle of Higher Education’s report reiterated the regulations the university resisted, the same ones
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spelled out in President Oaks’ letter to HEW. The university would not comply with regulations
prohibiting “inquiries and actions concerning the parental or marital status of present or prospective
students and employees, or their pregnancy or termination of pregnancy” or admit unwed mothers or
women who had abortions “because [BYU] condemns promiscuity.” 61 Similarly, the Chronicle of Higher
Education reported that BYU would maintain its differential dress codes for men and women because,
BYU believed that “’differences in dress and grooming of men and women are proper expressions of
God-given differences in the sexes.’” 62 The Board of Trustees had allowed women students at BYU to
wear pants and slacks to class in 1971, but not to wear jeans. 63 Male students could wear pants
including jeans but not have long hair or beards. 64
HEW did not ignore BYU, but Oaks’ boldness paid off. Five months later in March 1976, Martin Gerry,
the Acting Director for the Office for Civil Rights, responded to President Oaks, essentially acceding to
Oaks’ interpretation of the regulations that 1) religious educational institutions were inherently exempt
and 2) the agency’s power of review was minimal to non-existent. 65 The Acting Director reiterated the
regulatory language of §106.12(a) that tracked Title IX itself, but made no specific mention of the
procedure created in §106.12(b), stating instead that OCR understood its responsibilities under the
whole of §106.12 “as principally assuring that the institutions claiming exemptions have a full
understanding of the provisions from which they believe themselves exempt.” 66 More specifically, OCR
had “no intention of reviewing the nature of the religious tenets asserted by a university to be in conflict
with the Title IX regulations, as a general matter.” 67 Thus, improving educational institutions’
understanding of Title IX, not reviewing their claims, was OCR’s stated authority over religious
exemption claims.
The Acting Director suggested tentatively, almost hopefully, that, perhaps no actual conflict existed
between the substance of Title IX regulations and BYU’s Honor Code as it reflected LDS religious tenets.
OCR interpreted the regulatory sections regarding pregnancy, marital status and appearance Oaks had
identified in his letter to “not preclude institutions from imposing standards of morality (so long as those
standards apply equally to members of both sexes).” 68 Rather, OCR asked BYU for more information,
that it “identify more specifically the provisions of the sections you have cited which you feel conflict
with particular practices of Brigham Young University which, in turn, are derived from the religious
tenets of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.” 69
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President Oaks returned Acting Director Gerry’s softball with another letter as firm and resolute as the
first. 70 BYU reiterated its belief that “the Constitution forbids any government involvement in the
teaching or practice of religion,” maintaining that the university provided information to OCR “in a spirit
of goodwill” and of its own choice without waiving “any right to the protection of the Constitution in
such matters in this or any future inquiry.” 71 Even though it was not legally bound to do so, the
university supported “the goal of non-discrimination” and “voluntarily decided to follow the regulations
that are not in conflict with our constitutional rights” in all areas of the university, not just the limited
few that received federal funding. 72 Despite the truculent tone of the letter, Oaks proffered BYU’s
humility; it did not “desire or intend to provoke a confrontation with any arm of government,” but only
to “preserv[e] our vital constitutional rights and limit[] the exercise of regulatory authority over our
private church-related university to what is clearly and validly authorized by law.” 73
In voluntarily offering information, President Oaks described the LDS Church’s religious tenets that
prohibited extra-marital sex and abortion. 74 Here, he stated the LDS Church’s moral standards were
“the same for both sexes” and the university’s Honor Code applicable “equally to members of both
sexes.” 75 LDS theology nonetheless differentiated between men and women: “The Church also teaches
that while men and women are equal in the sight of God, He has assigned separate roles to each and
these roles should not be confused.” 76 This gender role differentiation was used to justify differences in
BYU’s required Dress and Grooming Standards for men and women.
With respect to a conflict between the LDS Church’s religious tenets and the Title IX regulations,
President Oaks took issue with Acting Director Gerry’s statement that the regulations did “not preclude
institutions from imposing standards of morality (so long as those standards apply equally to members
of both sexes).” 77 Rather, in Oaks’ view, the regulations forbade BYU from “dismissing or refusing to
admit or hire students or employees who violate our standards” with respect to abortion and extramarital pregnancy or childbirth. 78 BYU read the regulations to mean that it could not “take action
against a woman who is pregnant out of wedlock or has obtained an abortion,” but it could take action
against that woman’s male partner, calling “preposterous” and “unconstitutional” this “differential
regulatory protection of men and women in regulations purporting to abolish sex discrimination.” 79
Although he cited the “the plain language of the Title IX regulations” to support his reading of the
regulations, President Oaks asked OCR to “please advise” the university if its “interpretation is in error,
so that the Title IX regulations do permit our university to apply its moral standards equally to men and
women.” 80 The university wanted to accept OCR’s “assurance that [BYU’s] practices under [LDS] moral
70
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standards do not conflict with the regulations so long as enforcement is uniform for men and women,”
but was leery in doing so. 81 After HEW officials visited the Brigham Young University campus in April,
OCR “granted” BYU’s claimed exemptions, documenting its basic acquiescence to BYU’s position in an
August 1976 letter. 82
2. St. Charles Borromeo Seminary
St. Charles Borromeo Seminary’s pursuit of religious exemption in August 1976 and HEW’s response the
next month were both starkly brief in contrast with the extended argument between HEW and BYU that
lasted over 13 months. In a single paragraph, the Rev. Msgr. Vincent L. Burns stated that St. Charles
Borromeo was “a Roman Catholic seminary controlled by the Archdiocese of Philadelphia” that existed
to train “men for the Catholic priesthood.” 83 As such, admitting non-Catholic students or women would
conflict with its religious tenets. 84 After quoting the religious exemption language of Title IX and the
seminary’s description of itself, HEW stated simply “the admissions practices of your institution are
exempt from Title IX coverage (Section [106].12).” 85
Rhetorically, St. Charles Borromeo presented facts. It made no notification, no claim, no request. HEW
responded in kind; the seminary was exempt.
3. Harding College
Harding College’s interaction with HEW fell between the extremes of BYU’s lengthy negotiations and St.
Charles Borromeo’s brief declaration. On July 21, 1976, Harding College President Clifton Ganus, Jr. sent
HEW a long detailed letter on behalf of Harding College, the Harding Graduate School of Religion and
the K-12 Harding Academy of Searcy. 86 President Ganus indicated the institutions’ willingness to comply
with Title IX and its regulations “Insofar as they do not violate our religious principles,” but they were
“seeking exemption,” for “areas which we feel are incompatible with Biblical principles.” 87 While BYU
notified OCR of its inherent exemption and St. Charles Borromeo Seminary provided facts, Harding
College presented its exemption claim as a request. It described itself as “a Christian institution,
supported and operated by members of the church of Christ.” 88 Two months later, Harding College
again wrote to OCR, noting that it had received no reply on its “application for exemption.” 89
When OCR responded, it initially described its responsibilities under the religious exemption procedures
of Title IX as it had to BYU: to assure that institutions had “a full understanding of the provisions from
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which they believe themselves exempt.” 90 But, with Harding College, OCR expanded its own
responsibility from fomenting full understanding of the regulations to also include 1) evaluation of the
educational institution’s qualification to apply for the exemption and 2) oversight of the specificity with
which educational institutions identified inconsistencies between religious tenets and regulatory
sections. 91 Although it expanded its own responsibility, OCR did not fully exercise that authority with
Harding College, but focused instead on the specificity of inconsistencies Harding College asserted
between religious principles and particular regulatory sections. It did not assess whether Harding
College was controlled by a religious organization sufficient to qualify it for exemption to Title IX, but
assumed that it was, given the college’s statement that it was “a Christian institution, supported and
operated by members of the Church of Christ.” 92 Throughout its response letter, OCR capitalized church
in the phrase “Church of Christ.” By capitalizing church, rather than leaving it lower case as had Harding
College in its exemption request letter, OCR created a proper noun and thus imbued “church of Christ”
with more organizational structure and potential control than Harding College had initially asserted.
While OCR termed the college’s exemption claim a request, it stopped there without noting a power it
would later avow in 1985 to grant or deny the request. Rather, in language that sounded in inherent
exemption rather than agency discretion, it concluded “you are exempt,” and “your financial aid
program is exempt,” and “your actions . . . appear to comply with Title IX” with respect to a number of
the exemption claims Harding College made. 93 On points where Harding College represented it was
bringing its differential policies for men and women into compliance with Title IX rather than seeking an
exemption – smoking, curfew, and security – OCR requested more information on timing.
OCR found no exemption necessary for Harding College in two areas: intercollegiate women’s athletic
attire and homosexuality. Harding College pursued an “exemption on religious grounds from all
women’s sports which [Harding College] deem[s] to bring to our campus improper and suggestive
attire.” 94 The college had a longstanding policy that barred from campus “bands, athletes and other
groups” from outside institutions “if they are accompanied by young ladies who are dressed in indecent
uniforms, such as twirlers, majorettes, etc.” 95 OCR decided Harding College needed no exemption
because nothing in Title IX prohibited the college from setting “even-handed” standards of dress and
conduct for men and women on athletic teams and “making them conditions to be met by other teams
seeking to compete with [the college].” 96 With respect to Harding College’s exemption claim to
discriminate based on homosexuality, OCR disclaimed any relevance to Title IX: “Title IX does not
address the question of homosexuality – it prohibits discrimination based on sex, not actions based
upon sexual preference.” 97 That was a position that OCR would later revisit. 98
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In the back and forth, Harding College responded to OCR with appreciation for the “the good spirit” of
its letter and “the exemptions which you have already granted.” 99 It provided information on timing:
both men and women would be prohibited from smoking by August 1977; all men would be subject to
the same curfew and security rules by the 1978 school year, but women would still be required to be in
their dorms half an hour earlier to allow the men to escort the women home and still make their own
curfew, something the college deemed “safer for our young ladies.” 100 Most interestingly, Harding
College rejected OCR’s position that it did not need an exemption for intercollegiate women’s sports
because the college “could set standards of dress for visiting teams.” 101 The college thought setting
such a standard “impossible” because “no visiting team is going to have two sets of uniforms – one for
the Harding campus and one for their other contests.” 102 The college had no difficulty with certain
sports – golf, bowling, archery – where women’s dress was modest, but it did “in those sports that
utilize brief shorts for women.” 103 Rather than asserting its inherent exemption, however, Harding
College again “request[ed] a religious exemption in this area” and asked OCR to reconsider. 104
Throughout its communication with HEW and OCR, Harding College took a more deferential approach
than had BYU and Saint Charles Borromeo Seminary. It sought, requested, and applied for exemption.
OCR did not respond again to Harding College until 1985. 105
4. Policy Implications
HEW recognized the religious exemption claims of BYU, St. Charles Borromeo and Harding College
before it articulated a standard, either in internal policy guidance memoranda or external publication,
by which to resolve those claims. While the final religious exemption regulations provided procedure in
§106.12(b) and substance in §106.12(a), both were lacking. Neither the regulations nor the statutory
language of Title IX defined what constellation of facts constituted control by a religious organization
sufficient for an educational institution to claim the exemption. Moreover, in processing the three
religious exemptions claims in 1976, OCR did not discuss or comment on the assertion of control by a
religious organization, even where the factual description and actual organizational structure might
arguably fall short of an objective definition of control. In documenting the exemption claims, OCR
largely treated the three educational institutions as inherently exempt, focusing in on the specificity of
religious tenets and regulatory sections, not on control by a religious organization.
B. The Control Test, 1977
The final version of 34 CFR §106.12(b), the regulatory procedure for claiming a religious exemption, had
eliminated the requirement that claims for religious exemptions be made at the same time as the
assurance of compliance required by §106.4. Still, HEW initially linked the two procedures. The Office
for Civil Rights drafted the “Assurance of Compliance” document, HEW Form 639 A, dated March 1977,
to allow educational institutions to identify their religious exemption claim by checking a box on the
form and then attaching the supporting statement from the highest ranking official. 106 The instructions
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for HEW Form 639 A detailed the information that the educational institution should submit, hewing
closely to the statute and regulations, but expanding beyond them to provide the missing definition of
control by a religious organization, an essential element of Title IX and its regulations not otherwise
delineated. 107
The instructions to HEW 639 A explained that OCR would consider an educational institution to be
“controlled by a religious organization” for purposes of a religious exemption to Title IX where the
educational institution:
1) is a school or department of divinity;
2) requires its faculty, students or employees to be members of or otherwise espouse a
personal belief in, the religion of the organization by which it claims to be controlled; or
3) its charter and catalog, or other official publication, contains explicit statements that
it is controlled by a religious organization or an organ thereof or is committed to the
doctrines of a particular religion, and the members of its governing body are appointed
by the controlling religious organization or an organ thereof, and it receives a significant
amount of financial support from the controlling religious organization or an organ
thereof. 108
OCR provided a more detailed definition of a “school or department of divinity,” its first criteria for
control, citing § 1201(1) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as the definition’s source. 109 In contrast,
for the second and third control criteria, the Office for Civil Rights made no citation to Title IX, any other
statute or regulation, any judicial decision, or alternative source of legal authority, implying its own sole
authority to establish what constitutes control sufficient for a religious exemption to Title IX. 110 OCR
published HEW 639 A and its instructions in the Federal Register in March 1977, but neither the form
nor the control test it outlined were ever formalized as a regulation. 111 The control test for religious
exemptions to Title IX cannot be found in the Code of Federal Regulations nor, with the exception of its
single appearance in the March 1977 Federal Register, had the Office for Civil Rights otherwise
published the test to the public prior to October 2015. 112 The control test began as and has remained an
internal administrative agency policy and practice rather than a formalized statement of law or
regulation. The March 1977 Publication of HEW 639 A and its associated instructions provided the test
for determining when a religious organization controlled an educational institution, but no other
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standard by which OCR should consider a claim for religious exemption or whether OCR should engage
in evaluation at all.
C. Agency Inaction -- Institutional Self-Certification of Exempt Status, 1976-1985
Between July 21, 1975, when the regulations became effective, and February 1985 when the Office for
Civil Rights instituted the Religious Exemption Project to resolve unanswered claims, more than 200
educational institutions followed the procedure in 34 CFR §106.12(b) to formally assert a religious
exemption to Title IX’s non-discrimination requirements. 113 Beyond LDS BYU in Utah, Catholic St.
Charles Borromeo Seminary in Pennsylvania, and church of Christ Harding College in Arkansas, the
institutions ranged from Baptist Samford University in Alabama, to evangelical Christian Wheaton
College in Illinois, to Quaker George Fox in Oregon, to The Catholic University of America in Washington
D.C., to various rabbinical colleges and yeshivas in New York and New Jersey. 114 Although the Office for
Civil Rights received the more-than-200 pending claims prior to 1979 and the vast majority in 1976 and
1977, OCR responded on substantive grounds to only four exemption claims beyond BYU, St. Charles
Borromeo, and Harding College prior to initiating the Religious Exemption Project in 1985. In 1979, OCR
made some efforts to gather additional information regarding exemption claims and sought Assurances
of Compliance from religious educational institutions that had not submitted HEW 639 A. Those efforts
resulted in seven Catholic undergraduate institutions receiving notice from OCR in early 1980 that they
need not have requested a religious exemption in the first place because Title IX and 34 CFR §106.15 did
not prohibit the private, single-sex undergraduate education the institutions offered. On substantive
grounds, then, between July 1975 and February 1985, OCR responded to only seven of the more than
200 religious exemption claims educational institutions made.
For nearly a decade, the Office for Civil Rights’ inaction meant that, in essence, religious exemption
claims existed as the United States Catholic Conference had proposed in its comments to the regulations:
as self-certifications of exempt status. The educational institutions asserted their exempt status as
entities controlled by a religious organization and continued to discriminate in accordance with the
religious tenets that they maintained conflicted with Title IX and its implementing regulations.
Various factors help explain OCR’s inaction regarding religious exemption claims between 1975 and
1985. If OCR considered educational institutions controlled by religious organizations as inherently
exempt, as BYU and St. Charles Borromeo Seminary asserted and OCR’s 1976 recognition letters seem to
imply, it may have perceived limited value in providing documentation of the exemption to additional
institutions once it had rather publically acknowledged BYU’s exemption. Except for the fact that BYU
led out publically against the Title IX regulations, however, the documentary evidence provides few
clues as to why OCR chose to address the claims made by BYU, St. Charles Borromeo and Harding
College rather than claims made by 94 other institutions in 1975 and 1976.
Similarly, if OCR’s interaction with BYU or Harding College, rather than St. Charles Borromeo Seminary,
set the pattern for resolving religious exemption claims, it is easy to see how OCR could have been
113
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overwhelmed by the number of claims it received and the length of time it took to respond to them.
While OCR received only five religious exemption claims in 1975, in 1976 it received 92, and in 1977
96. 115
However long or short they took to resolve, religious exemption claims were a very low priority at OCR
during the Carter Administration (1977-1981) and the first part of the Reagan Administration (19811989).116 Even so, inattention or low priority was not a charge unique to religious exemption claims or
the most serious allegation of inaction against OCR in the years immediately after passage of Title IX.
OCR also failed to act on actual discrimination complaints under Title IX. A study the Project on Equal
Education Rights (PEER) conducted in 1977 reviewed every sex discrimination complaint against an
elementary or secondary school filed with OCR field offices from 1972 to October 1976. 117 OCR resolved
only about 20% of the complaints and usually took years to do so. 118 The study also alleged that in
September 1976, OCR Director Martin Gerry -- the government official who signed exemption letters for
BYU, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, and Harding College in August, September and October 1976 –
imposed a moratorium on sex discrimination enforcement actions. 119 Gerry did so by bringing the sex
discrimination complaints that would usually be handled by the regional field offices into the main
Washington DC office for review. 120 PEER alleged that the inaction on sex discrimination complaints was
so extreme that for months, OCR “did not even answer its mail.” 121 After PEER published its study, OCR
admitted that the study was an “essentially accurate analysis” of the four year period studied, a time
frame in which OCR also received the bulk of the religious exemption claims still pending in 1985. 122
Inaction was OCR’s modus operandi, not just with respect to religious exemption claims.
D. Mixing Institutional Entitlement and Agency Discretion -- Ad Hoc Resolution of Four Exemption
Claims, 1983-1985
In February 1983, Covenant Theological Seminary, the “official seminary of the Presbyterian Church in
America,” claimed a religious exemption, a claim to which OCR promptly responded, leapfrogging over
the 200 or so unacknowledged claims from previous years, which also included various seminaries. 123
The documentary record does not clarify why OCR, then under the Reagan Administration, chose to
respond to Covenant Theological Seminary with so many additional, similar claims pending or to act at
all. In 1984, OCR would also address religious exemption claims made earlier by St. John’s University
and Christian Heritage College, with at least the action regarding St. John’s University motivated by a
complaint against the institution. OCR’s response letter to Christian Heritage College became the
115
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template for future letters, including the language that an educational institution “adequately
establishe[d]” control by a religious organization, language that would be repeated in OCR’s recognition
of Atlantic Christian College’s claim for an exemption, a claim OCR recognized just prior to initiation of
the Religious Exemption Project in February 1985.
1. Covenant Theological Seminary
OCR’s communication with Covenant Theological Seminary regarding religious exemptions followed the
pattern set by OCR’s interaction with BYU and Harding College rather than the brief factual statement
regarding St. Charles Borromeo Seminary. With respect to the required control by a religious
organization, Covenant Theological Seminary simply stated that the Presbyterian Church in America
controlled it, providing no additional detail. 124 Covenant Theological Seminary was the first religious
exemption claim that OCR recognized after articulating the control test in the instructions to HEW 639 A.
In its response letter, OCR acknowledged that Covenant Theological was the official seminary of the
Presbyterian Church in America, but made no finding or even directly acknowledged that the seminary
met the first criteria in the control test of HEW 639 A. In future reviews of religious exemption claims,
OCR adopted the same approach. A simple statement of control sufficed under any of the criteria,
although institutions often provided much more information and detail particularly in the 2010s.
Covenant Theological Seminary provided a detailed description of conflict between Presbyterian
religious tenets and Title IX, a conflict which arose because Title IX required “equal treatment of women
with regard to admission to those programs that are designed for the profession of the ordained
ministry, and with regard to appointment of faculty members,” when the Presbyterian Church in
America held “the office of the ordained ministry open only to men.” 125 A citation to The Book of
Church Order of the Presbyterian Church in America provided the doctrinal support for male-only
ordained ministry, a doctrine “in accord with Scripture.” 126 Although Covenant Theological Seminary did
admit women for training for religious service not requiring ordination, its primary purpose was to train
men for the ordained ministry. 127
Based on a male-only ordained ministry, Covenant Theological Seminary argued it could not comply with
six of the Title IX regulations regarding equal treatment of students (admission, recruitment, education
programs and activities, counseling and use of appraisal and counseling materials, financial assistance,
and employment assistance to students) and five regulations regarding equal treatment of faculty and
employees (employment, recruitment, job classification and structure, advertising, and pre-employment
inquiries). Where St. Charles Borromeo admitted exclusively men to the seminary, a religious
exemption for admissions precluded the need for exemptions to other Title IX regulations. Because no
women students existed at St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, it did not treat men and women differently,
differential treatment that could run afoul of Title XI absent a religious exemption. In contrast, where
Covenant Theological Seminary admitted women for some limited purposes but not its primary purpose
of training men for the male-only ordained ministry, it claimed religious exemptions for admissions as
well as for the infrastructure that supported that ministry. Covenant Theological Seminary identified the
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depth of its commitment to a male-only priesthood by claiming an exemption from providing equal
employment assistance to female students “either directly or in assistance to any other agency,
organization or person” because the religious tenets of the Presbyterian Church in America “forbid
women to preach.” 128 It would not help its female students find ministry jobs, directly or indirectly,
even in denominations that allowed women’s ordination or preaching. 129
While Covenant Theological Seminary described its action as a claim to exemption, OCR took a different
rhetorical stance. In the four and a half page single spaced response letter, OCR used the term request
two times to describe the seminary’s actions but claim only once. More strikingly, OCR described its
own actions as granting Covenant’s request nine times, and accepting its claim only once. Using request
and grant instead of claim and accept to describe their respective actions, subtly but forcefully shifted
power from the educational institution to OCR as the entity controlling religious exemptions to Title IX.
OCR’s grant of a request moved the religious exemption process back towards the review and qualify
language that HEW eliminated from the draft regulations to Title IX in 1975.
Based on the information Covenant Theological Seminary provided regarding control and religious
tenets, OCR granted exemptions to Title IX that allowed the institution to discriminate against women in
student admissions, recruitment, educational programs and activities, counseling, and financial
assistance, to the degree that male-only ordained ministry limited women’s participation. 130 OCR found
no conflict, and thus, no need for an exemption, where Covenant Theological Seminary provided
differential employment assistance, because female students simply could not obtain “appropriate
credentials for certain employment opportunities” where the Presbyterian Church in America disallowed
female ministers. 131 Limiting employment assistance to students who had the appropriate credentials -however restricted the opportunity to obtain those credentials -- did not require an exemption. 132
For Covenant Theological Seminary’s own employment practices, OCR granted two exemptions
regarding job classification/structure and pre-employment inquiries regarding sex, exemptions limited
to the requirements of a male-only priesthood. OCR found no conflict between the Title IX regulations
and Covenant Theological’s employment, recruiting and advertising “to the extent that a position
requires qualifications that only men possess, i.e., ordination to the ministry.” 133 Thus, the seminary
could discriminate in faculty positions without running afoul of Title IX regulations because ordained
ministers comprised the bulk of the faculty at an institution designed to train other men for that calling.
The institution did not discriminate in staff positions, because ordination was not required to support,
rather than engage directly in, the core function of training men for the ministry. 134
2. Saint John’s University
A formal Title IX complaint against Saint John’s University in 1983 prompted OCR action on the
university’s 1976 assertion of religious exemption. The complaint alleged Title IX violations in two areas:
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“the University’s practice of preferring, in employment, members of Saint John’s Abbey, the religious
community that owns and controls the University” and, when monks weren’t available, “the University’s
policy of hiring for the position of faculty resident in the dormitories for male undergraduate students,
male, but not female faculty members.” 135
OCR’s rhetorical stance in the Saint John’s case was substantively different from its response to
Covenant Theological Seminary’s claim. Although in both cases, OCR used language to grant the
religious exemption, OCR twice described Saint John’s University as “entitled to a religious exemption”
to Title IX. 136 Except for the formal complaint against Saint John’s University, there is no indication of
factual differences in the educational institutions themselves, their control by a religious organization,
or the articulation of their religious principles, that would entitle Saint John’s to exemption but subject
Covenant Theological Seminary or any other educational institution to agency discretion. OCR’s
response to Saint John’s University is the only time in an exemption recognition letter the office
described an educational institution as entitled to religious exemption under Title IX. Entitlement sounds
in inherent exemption rather than agency discretion.
Although there appear to be no material factual differences between Saint John’s University and
Covenant Theological Seminary in their exemption claims, the complaint against Saint John’s
employment practices meant that OCR’s Policy and Enforcement Services involved itself in recognizing
Saint John’s exemption in ways it did not for others. In fact, the “entitled to” language for Saint John’s
comes from legal analysis attorney Antonio J. Califa, Director of OCR’s Policy and Enforcement Services,
provided to the Assistant Secretary. 137 Califa arrived at the conclusion that Saint John’s was legally
entitled to a religious exemption through an analysis of the legislative history of Title IX, congressional
intent, and a Supreme Court decision, rather than application of the administrative control test set out
in HEW 639 A or any other internal OCR policy or practice. 138 Califa grounded his analysis in law rather
than policy and administrative practice. Califa was also the agency official at the Office for Civil Rights
who signed the exemption recognition letter for Covenant Theological Seminary, although 34 CFR
§106.12(b) called for the Assistant Secretary to receive statements of religious exemption. 139
3. Christian Heritage College
While there does not appear to be a complaint against Christian Heritage College, OCR acted in 1984 on
the exemption the college originally claimed in 1979. 140 For the first time in its response letter, OCR
stated that the facts the college presented “adequately established” the control by a religious
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organization necessary for exemption to Title IX, the language that became standard in future
determinations of control through the turn of the 21st century.
Christian Heritage College sought and received from OCR broad exemption from Title IX regulations to
allow it to discriminate in consonance with its religious principles regarding separate roles for men and
women, men’s authority over women at the college and in the home, and extra-marital sex. Among
other things, the exemptions allowed the college to limit ministerial programs and classes to men; limit
home economics courses to women; counsel and assist men and women students differently in career
and life planning; inquire about and make decisions based on marital/parental status; reserve certain
campus employment to men; and deny employment to a woman where that employment conflicted
with her family responsibilities and submission to her husband. 141
The tone and rhetoric of OCR’s recognition letter to Christian Heritage College differed significantly from
its letters to either Covenant Theological Seminary or Saint John’s University, both letters influenced by
Antonio Califa. In contrast to the entitlement language in the recognition letter to Saint John’s
University and the subtle rhetorical shift of power in the letter to Covenant Theological Seminary, the
letter to Christian Heritage College is blunt. The Assistant Secretary wrote to Christian Heritage “to
inform you of my decision regarding your request for a religious exemption” to certain provisions of Title
IX. The Assistant Secretary’s letter appropriated authority to the agency; OCR informed, decided,
granted religious exemption requests to educational institutions that could meet the burden of
“adequately establish[ing]” their qualifications. While, in practice, that burden was minimal, it and
OCR’s rhetorical stance eroded both the presumption of inherent exemption that BYU posited and OCR
accepted for religious educational institutions in 1976 and the entitlement language that OCR used for
Saint John’s University in 1984.
4. Atlantic Christian College
Atlantic Christian College began its formal August 1984 exemption request with a plea that OCR respond:
“It is very important that we have your decision at soon as possible.” 142 In 1984, Atlantic Christian
College’s claim to exemption had been pending only since early 1982, for two and a half years, not for
nearly a decade as had claims made in the mid-1970s. In January 1982, Atlantic Christian College sought
OCR’s review of its custom of removing from on-campus housing women who became pregnant,
whether the women were married or unmarried. 143 By 1984, Atlantic Christian’s request for exemption
to Title IX was more limited, more direct, and more fully grounded in religious principle rather than in
previously expressed concerns for the woman’s health. The president “respectfully request[ed] that
Atlantic Christian College be allowed to prohibit unmarried pregnant females from maintaining
residence in our College dormitories.” 144 Beyond their own violation of religious prohibitions on extra141
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marital sex, unmarried pregnant women living in the dormitories “define[] for the other women living in
those dormitories undesirable moral and ethical principles.” 145
Atlantic Christian described itself as founded and sponsored by the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
That description, along with the additional detail that “five ministers of the church, including the
regional minister of North Carolina” served on the institution’s Board of Trustees “adequately
establish[ed],” in OCR’s judgment, control by a religious organization. Using the same language as it had
with Christian Heritage College, the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights informed the college of his
decision to grant the requested exemptions. 146 OCR’s choice of language emphasized its authority at
the expense of the college’s inherent exemption.
E. The Religious Exemption Project, 1985
In February 1985, the Office for Civil Rights implemented the Religious Exemption Project to clear the
backlog of pending exemption claims. What motivated the Reagan Administration’s OCR to
“systematically process all the outstanding requests” was not clear even at the time or to those who
were directly involved. 147 Nonetheless, nearly ten years after the regulations became effective, the
Religious Exemption Project resulted in the first policy guidance memorandum that OCR developed to
resolve religious exemption claims. On its face, the policy emphasized agency discretion rather than
inherent exemption, even though the underlying standard of review deferred significantly to
educational institutions’ presentation of themselves and their factual assertions.
1. Policy Guidance for Resolving Religious Exemption Requests
Rather than reviewing the exemption requests and responding to them directly as OCR had done with
the seven claims it previously recognized, OCR farmed the 200+ pending exemption claims out to the
ten regional civil rights offices for initial staff work, information gathering, and response letter
drafting. 148 The Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights himself still planned to sign the final response letters
after review by OCR’s Policy and Enforcement Services, but outsourcing the supporting work made the
180 day turn around the Assistant Secretary requested – after a ten year delay in some cases -- at least
potentially realistic. 149 In the end, OCR completed the Religious Exemption Project in nine months
rather than six, resolving all of the pending claims by November 1985. 150
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With ten different regional offices considering religious exemption claims, uniform policy guidance for
resolving those requests was imperative. The February 1985 Policy Memorandum for Resolving
Religious Exemption Requests set forth that guidance under the signature of the Department of
Education’s Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Harry M. Singleton., who left the Office for Civil Rights on
December 31, 1985, six weeks after the Religious Exemption Project completed. 151
a. Standard of Review
34 CFR §106.12(b) provided that an educational institution that “wishe[d] to claim” an exemption,
should do so by submitting in writing “a statement by the highest ranking official of the institution.” 152
Although the regulations used the words claim and statement, the February 1985 memorandum termed
the pending claims “requests” that OCR would either “grant or deny.” 153 OCR used the terms “request,”
“grant,” “deny,” and “decide” almost 50 times in the February 1985 memorandum. Not once did it use
“claim” or “statement” or “entitled” to describe the educational institution’s action.
Despite this rhetorical appropriation of authority, OCR instructed its regional offices to use a highly
deferential standard of review, so deferential in fact that the process could barely be considered a
review, although it does not appear that many educational institutions were aware of this deferential
standard. 154 The February 1985 memorandum prohibited staffers from conducting “any investigative
activity” whatsoever to verify that the information educational institutions submitted with their claims
was correct. 155 In certain circumstances, regional offices could gather additional information, but once
provided, all information was to be “accepted as fact.” 156 Whatever they did, regional offices should not
contact the controlling religious organization itself “to confirm either control over the [educational]
institution or the tenets followed by the organization.” 157 Doing so “would be obtrusive.” 158
Overall, the February 1985 memorandum recommended that regional offices “exercise leniency” in
considering the claims. 159 In OCR’s view, the exemption claims merited leniency because the
educational institutions claiming the exemptions “make no secret of the religious tenets that influence
the institution and potential faculty and students are aware of this influence in joining the institution
community.” 160 OCR’s position suggested that individuals, who joined a religious educational
community already aware of the discrimination it practiced, consented to it.
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b. Control
At Tab B, the February 1985 memorandum included the instructions for HEW Form 639 A, instructions
that defined control by a religious organization for purposes of an exemption to Title IX. Under the
policy set forth in the February 1985 memorandum, however, the control test was not meant to actually
control but instead to “guide” OCR staffers as they processed exemption claims. 161 Regional offices
“should not assume a strict interpretation of the test,” but rather “accept as fact” the existence of the
required control “where the specific organization is named even when no information is provided on
how that organization controls the institution.” 162 In other words, to pass the test, an educational
institution need not even use the word control as long as it identified a religious organization. The
highly deferential standard applied in an ad hoc manner to BYU, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary and
Harding College -- the three claims recognized before HEW 639 A set forth the control test in 1977 -- and
to Covenant Theological Seminary, St. John’s University, Christian Heritage College and Atlantic Christian
College -- the four claims recognized after 1977 -- became official policy. Whatever the control test was
initially meant to be, as applied, it did not end up meaning much.
c. Religious Tenets
With respect to religious tenets, the February 1985 memorandum insisted that OCR not question the
beliefs educational institutions claimed. Some institutions offered Bible verses or cited other religious
documents, which staffers could check for correct transcription only, nothing more. 163 “Under no
circumstances should OCR appear to be interpreting the Bible.” 164 More problematic for OCR review
were institutions that failed to provide specific support for their religious beliefs but made broad
allusions to “’Christian’” or “’biblical morals.’“ 165 The February 1985 memorandum instructed regional
offices to accept even “these very general tenets” for exempting compliance regarding marital and
parental status of students and employees because the particular regulatory sections were
straightforward. 166 But, OCR said it wanted staffers to ask the educational institutions for more specific
descriptions of religious tenets where more complex regulatory sections were at issue. On their face,
however, other regulatory sections that govern non-discrimination in athletics, access to classes and
educational programs, do not seem more complex nor do the marital and parental status sections
appear more straightforward. Rather, “Christian” and “biblical morals” prohibiting pre-marital and
extra-marital sex were perhaps more familiar, better known as part of a changing American cultural
landscape, than other religious tenets that might limit gender roles and women’s more general
participation in certain religious educational institutions.
d. Procedures and Other Considerations
Beyond control and religious tenets -- the substantive elements of a religious exemption to Title IX -- the
February 1985 policy memorandum set forth procedural and other considerations for resolving the
claims. Some institutions had been less than specific regarding the particular regulatory sections from
which they claimed exemptions. Others had mistakenly claimed an exemption under one section rather
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than another. Some institutions claimed exceptionally broad exemptions without specifying the
educational program to which the claim applied. OCR advised its regional offices to draft response
letters that corrected these mistakes in a minimal manner if at all, a manner that limited rather than
expanded the scope and number of exemption claims. 167
Where insufficient information existed in the claim, OCR instructed the regional offices to request the
necessary information from the institution. If the institution failed to provide the information, the
regional office should draft a letter to the institution closing the exemption file. If the institution
provided the requested information or where sufficient information already existed, the regional office
should prepare a draft letter for the Assistant Secretary’s signature either “granting or denying” the
claim, as OCR asserted agency authority. In some cases, an institution need not have submitted a
request for an exemption at all, because Title IX already allowed the particular practice at issue, even if
it would otherwise be described as discriminatory. For example, Title IX allowed private undergraduate
institutions – but not graduate programs -- to admit only individuals of one sex. 168 OCR maintained that
graduate programs that admitted only a single sex “must submit a religious exemption request,” again
emphasizing that the administrative agency held authority to determine religious exemptions despite its
highly deferential standard of review. 169
2. Policy Implementation through the Religious Exemption Project
OCR indeed exercised leniency when reviewing claims under the highly deferential standard it
articulated in the February 1985 memorandum. By the end of the project in November 1985, OCR had
granted exemptions to 142 institutions and administratively closed 79 claim files because the institution
no longer existed, withdrew its exemption claim, failed to communicate with OCR, or no exemption was
necessary. As part of the Religious Exemption Project, OCR denied no claims to a religious exemption
under Title IX, nor, as of July 31, 2015, has it ever done so.
a. Claims Granted
When OCR began the Religious Exemption Project to clear the backlog of claims, it had already
considered and recognized exemptions for the seven institutions discussed above: Brigham Young
University, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Harding College, Covenant Theological Seminary, Saint
John’s University, Christian Heritage College, and Atlantic Christian College. In granting exemptions on
the 135 other claims, the OCR regional offices followed the February 1985 memorandum to a T. Each of
the exemption recognition letters followed the draft format, inserting into the set structure specific
facts regarding control, conflicting religious tenets, and regulatory sections as recited by the claimant
educational institution. While some institutions provided detailed descriptions to meet the control test,
others named the controlling institution and no more. Some institutions recited doctrinal creeds and
cited supporting scripture; others were less expansive.
i. Finding Control
The language of the statute, regulations, and control test all suggest by their grammatical structure that
two different entities must be involved to manifest the required control for religious exemption to Title
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IX: a religious organization that exerts control and an educational institution that receives it. In its
application of the control test during the Religious Exemption Project, however, OCR did not insist on
two separate entities, nor did it even require that control be exercised by an organization despite the
explicit statutory language requiring control. At times, educational institutions themselves denied that
they were controlled by a separate religious organization; OCR nonetheless found sufficient control. On
occasion, OCR sought more information regarding various educational institutions’ controlling religious
organization, but whatever additional information it received, OCR found for exemption.
a) “Controlled, Conducted and Operated by the Orthodox Jewish Religion”
Between 1975 and 1977, 53 Orthodox Jewish educational institutions claimed religious exemption to
Title IX in a form letter, personalized only by their institution’s letterhead and address. Forty-nine of the
claims came in 1977; thirty-three of the letters bore the same date, May 3, 1977. The vast majority of
the letters described the educational institution as “controlled, conducted and operated by the
Orthodox Jewish religion.” 170 Seven institutions including Beth Medrash Govoha (New York) defined
both control and organizational structure more specifically. Each stated it was “chartered and is
maintained as an Orthodox Jewish Seminary. Its Trustees are mandated to conduct all its operations in
strict accordance with Orthodox Jewish tenets.” 171
While the statement “controlled, conducted and operated by the Orthodox Jewish religion” in the
majority of letters identified a religion, it does not name an organization. There are, of course,
organizations that identify as Orthodox Jewish, including Agudath Israel of America which appears to
have helped coordinate the form letter and simultaneous religious exemption claims of so many
educational institutions. Beth Medrash Govoha, as a seminary and through its trustees, is another. It is
hard structurally, though, to characterize a religion as an organization. By definition, the word
organization means something different than the word religion; hence the use of the adjectival religious
to identify the type of controlling organization that made an educational institution eligible for
exemption. Nonetheless, for all who offered it, OCR accepted the statement of control, conduct, and
operation by the Orthodox Jewish religion as “adequately establish[ing]” control by a religious
organization for purpose of exemption to Title IX. OCR did not request additional information regarding
the controlling religious organization from any of the Orthodox Jewish claimants nor insist that they
describe an organization as Beth Medrash Govoha had done, rather than identifying a religion.
b) “Commitment to Christianity”
Where educational institutions cited Christian religious principles as controlling, OCR was more likely
than it had been with the Orthodox Jewish institutions to request additional information about
organizational structure, although it did not insist on a controlling religious organization separate from
the educational institution’s leadership itself. When OCR asked Berea College to provide “the name of
the religious organization” that controlled it, Berea responded “’none,’ unless our Board of Trustees can
be so identified.” 172 OCR agreed that it could. 173 In OCR’s words, the serious commitment of Berea
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College and its controlling Board of Trustees to Christianity – expressed through its original charter,
constitution, program and pronouncements -- “adequately establishe[d] that Berea College is controlled
by a religious organization.” 174
That pattern repeated itself on various occasions. An educational institution would cite Christianity or
biblical principles as motivating and guiding its endeavor, but either not name a specific controlling
organization or pointedly assert its own independence. OCR would request more information and, based
on the information provided, find a controlling religious organization in the institution’s own Board of
Trustees or Board of Directors or construct collective control through a group of churches that
contributed financially to the educational institution or through the statements of faith to which the
institution required faculty and staff to ascribe, or some similar factual combination. Like Berea College,
Colorado Christian University denied a controlling religious organization independent of its own self:
“Please be advised that Colorado Christian College is an independent, non-sectarian evangelical
Christian College. It is not sponsored by any specific religious organization, denomination or sect.” 175
Rather than denying Colorado Christian’s exemption claim for lack of a controlling religious organization,
however, OCR gathered more information. In a telephone conversation, Colorado Christian University
clarified control by its “Board of Trustees, whose members must sign the College’s Statement of Faith,”
financial support from a “large number of Christian churches,” required profession of Christianity and
church activity for students, and church-vocational employment for more than half the graduates. 176 In
those facts, OCR found sufficient control by a religious organization. It might take some digging, but
OCR would elicit the necessary facts to evince control.
In 1985, Biola University described itself as a “private Christian evangelical institution governed by its
Board of Trustees” in accordance with its “statement of purpose and mission and Articles of Faith
contained within its Articles of Incorporation,” citing its IRS designation as a “religious and educational”
institution as further evidence. 177 Although its statement did not use the magic word “control,” OCR
found Biola University’s facts “adequately establishe[d]” the requisite control. Even where an
educational institution incorrectly named the controlling religious organization -- such as Kenrick
Seminary’s statement that it was controlled by the Roman Catholic Church rather than the Archdiocese
of St. Louis – OCR did not correct the error, but found sufficient control anyway for religious exemption
to Title IX. 178 Whatever the facts, OCR always found control adequate for exemption.
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ii. First Amendment Challenge and Compromise
The smooth application of the February 1985 policy memorandum encountered a hurdle when certain
rabbinic institutions refused to provide additional information regarding conflicting religious tenets
beyond the ultra-minimalist statement originally submitted to OCR in the 1970s. These were among the
same institutions that had described themselves as “controlled, conducted and operated by the
Orthodox Jewish religion.” 179 The initial form letter the institutions had submitted identified by section
number, but not substance, 13 specific regulatory sections that “conflict with specific tenets of the
Orthodox Jewish religion,” but said no more. 180 When OCR pressed for additional information about the
relevant religious principles, more specificity regarding the conflict, even a sense of what the conflict
was about, the rabbinic institutions refused. They claimed that requiring them to provide a statement
of religious belief ran afoul of the First Amendment. 181 The position the rabbinic institutions took in
1985 was consistent with the inherent exemption they had asserted in their original statements,
statements that they submitted “to establish the inapplicability of the regulations to our institution.” 182
For nearly a decade, that statement of inherent exemption sufficed.
Rather than insisting on a statement of religious tenets, as the formal regulations actually required, OCR
quickly implemented a work around to avoid, in OCR’s own words, “possible constitutional
entanglements.” 183 Rabbi Morris Sherer, president of Agudath Israel of America, an Orthodox Jewish
communal organization, proposed that educational institutions describe their practices rather than their
religious tenets. 184 OCR agreed. Where the exemption claim identified the controlling religious
organization and the relevant sections of the regulation, OCR would accept a statement of “institution
practice, as based on religious tenets” as sufficient for religious exemption. 185 OCR’s draft form letter
attached to the February 1985 memorandum already used the phrase “practice as based on religious
tenets” as it instructed regional offices to summarize information from the claimant educational
institution. 186 Actual exemption disposition letters that OCR had sent to other educational institutions
also used the practice-as-based-on-tenets language. 187
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The Agudath compromise was straightforward, but presented the first real challenge to OCR’s authority
and policies since BYU in 1975. The arguments in opposition were also similar to those BYU had made:
the Constitution forbade the sort of religious entanglement that OCR review of religious exemption
claims entailed. The rabbinic institutions went further than BYU regarding the constitutional
impermissibility of even requiring a statement of religious principles, whether or not review itself
occurred. Neither Agudath Israel of America nor OCR cited legal support for the action/belief division
they implemented, but the distinction was firmly grounded in law as the US Supreme Court first
articulated in Reynolds v. US in 1878. 188
OCR promptly communicated the Agudath compromise to the regional offices. 189 The regional offices,
in turn, were to write to “Jewish organizations and other institutions that refuse to provide religious
tenets” to inform them of the option of describing their institutional practices instead. 190 At least 25
rabbinic institutions received exemptions based on their descriptions of institution practices rather than
religious tenets themselves. 191 Typically, the institutions stated “our religious tenets require us to admit
only male students and to hire only male faculty.” 192 Explicitly implementing an action/belief distinction
allowed OCR and educational institutions to avoid litigation over the constitutional parameters of
religious exemption to Title IX.
b. Claims Closed, But Not Denied
As part of the Religious Exemption Project, OCR administratively closed 79 claim files. Forty-five percent
of the file closures were entirely straightforward because the institutions no longer existed (11), 34 CFR
§106.15 allowed the single-sex private K-12 or undergraduate education the institutions offered (21), or
the institutions did not receive federal financial aid and thus were not constrained by Title IX (3). Fifteen
institutions (20%) failed to respond to OCR’s request for more information. Another 28 (35%) withdrew
their claims, the most theoretically interesting on principled grounds of inherent exemption. 193
Within the group of educational institutions that withdrew their requests, eight institutions associated
with the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod did so to assert their authority vis-à-vis the Department of
Education, to assert the authority of the Title IX statute over its implementing regulations. Their
withdrawal letters cited the advice of legal counsel or relied on the statutory argument legal counsel
provided. 194 The Synod took the position that Title IX itself exempted the educational institutions: The
educational institutions did not need to -- nor should they -- request or claim an exemption as the
exemption already existed independent of the regulatory procedure set forth in 34 CFR § 106.12(b) for
188
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claiming it. 195 The Synod’s stance mirrored Brigham Young University’s position in 1975 and as well the
one rabbinic institutions asserted in 1977 in their minimalist claim letters: religious exemption to Title IX
existed as a statutory and constitutional matter, irrespective of the regulatory claim procedure in 34 CFR
§106.12(b) or OCR’s review of the claim.
The sixteen institutions that did not respond presented a variety of circumstances as well. Three were
rabbinic institutions that failed to respond to letters informing them they could describe practices rather
than beliefs. The two Catholic institutions whose files were closed failed to identify the specific sections
of the regulations with which their religious tenets conflicted. Other similar Catholic institutions had
made the same claims and identified specific sections for exemption, but consistent with the February
1985 memorandum, OCR did not read into these two claims, information from other institutions or its
own knowledge of the regulations. At least three institutions did not respond to requests for additional
information within the set time frame, but, like some institutions that had withdrawn claims, later made
new requests. Neither withdrawing a claim nor failure to respond to OCR requests for information
precluded an educational institution from claiming or otherwise asserting a religious exemption in the
future.
c. No Demonstrated Conflict – Neither Denial nor Recognition
In seven instances as part of the Religious Exemption Project, OCR told an educational institution that,
with respect to a particular regulatory section, its exemption claim letter did not demonstrate a conflict
between that section and the institution’s stated religious tenet or practice. 196 Without an avowed
conflict, OCR could have denied the claimed exemption for the particular regulatory section at issue, but
it did not. Rather, after finding no conflict, OCR always left open the opportunity for the institution to
provide a more definitive description of religious practices that conflicted with the specific section. OCR
never said no. Moreover, in each instance where it found no stated conflict with a specific regulatory
section, OCR also recognized other exemption claims the institution had made in the same request
letter.
When Baylor University claimed exemption from Title IX in 1976, it cited Southern Baptist religious
tenets regarding premarital chastity as inconsistent with five different regulatory sections to the degree
that the sections required the university to treat “the pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy or
termination of pregnancy of an unmarried woman as a mere temporary disability,” whether she was a
student, faculty member, or other employee. 197 Likewise, the university set forth religious tenets
195
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regarding a male-only ordained ministry -- and the related scholarship, coursework, clubs, programs,
and employment limitations that imposed on women -- as conflicting with ten additional regulatory
sections, including §106.11, the section that made Title IX generally applicable. In its response, OCR
recognized Baylor’s exemption claim to every regulatory section it had sought, except §106.11. 198 With
respect to §106.11, Baylor’s claim letter “did not demonstrate that the institution’s practices conflict
with all sections of the Title IX regulation.” 199 Where Baylor set forth specific religious tenets or
practices that conflicted with specific regulatory sections, OCR recognized the exemption. It did not,
however, recognize a blanket exemption from all of Title IX. 200
A small handful of institutions claimed exemption for sex-segregated practices that Title IX actually
allowed rather than prohibited, most around single-sex housing. In such cases, OCR noted the lack of
conflict with the regulations and cited the permissive section, §106.32 that allowed single-sex housing
and §106.14 that allowed sex-selective membership practices for certain social and service organizations.
When it did not see a conflict between the religious practices the educational institution described and
the regulatory sections, OCR allowed that the institution still might and directed the institution to
“submit clarification of this request to the regional office” if it perceived a conflict. 201 It does not appear,
however, that any institution submitted clarifying requests after OCR found no conflict with a specific
regulatory section.
OCR also at times clarified the applicable regulatory sections or noted that the particular practice was
better exempted through a different section rather than the one requested. For example, Crowley’s
Ridge College requested an exemption under §106.32 (housing) to allow it to give preference based on
sex in hiring dormitory supervisors. 202 OCR found §106.32 inapplicable – it allowed single-sex housing
but said nothing about staff hiring -- but identified three exemptions to other sections regarding
employment, hiring, and job classification/structure, exemptions it had already recognized, as allowing
the college's sex-segregated dormitory supervisor staffing practices. 203
Apart from the Religious Exemption Project, in 1989 OCR recognized an exemption for Multnomah
University for §106.36 (counseling and use of appraisal and counseling materials) where the university
counseled women against degrees in theology and divinity “because most churches do not ordain
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women as ministers.” 204 OCR did not, however, find a conflict with §106.34 (access to course offerings)
because Multnomah University’s vice president had stated that “all educational programs are open to
men and women,” despite the counsel women would receive regarding their course and degree
selection. 205 Likewise, in 1989, Emmaus Bible College claimed an exemption regarding its student
employment practices as it did not “fight or question” outside employers’ “exercise of ‘gender-based
preferences.’” 206 Emmaus Bible College justified its deference to employers as promoting “religious as
well as social good will between the college and the local community.” 207 OCR simply noted that
Emmaus Bible College had not identified a conflict between a religious tenet or practice and the
regulatory section. 208
Throughout the Religious Education Project and after, OCR invited each of the educational institutions to
clarify the conflict between religious tenets and regulatory sections, if it disagreed. OCR explicitly left
open the possibility that it misread or erroneously interpreted or misunderstood the educational
institution’s exemption claim, that its decision was something other than final. OCR did not say no.
F. Claims and Complaints Immediately Post-Religious Exemption Project
Following on the completion of the Religious Exemption Project in November 1985, OCR quickly
encountered complaints against some of the institutions for which it had just formally recognized
religious exemptions. Students filed formal complaints against at least three institutions – the Seventh
Day Adventist Oakwood College, Catholic Elms College, and LDS Brigham Young University—Idaho –
regarding student health insurance plans and coverage for pregnancy and related conditions. 209 These
complaints and OCR’s resolution of them, as well as independent exemption claims by two Catholic
institutions, Loyola University – New Orleans and Stonehill College, portended a wave of religious
exemption claims regarding coverage for abortion and out-of-wedlock pregnancy in student health
insurance plans. 210 Where OCR determined it had jurisdiction, as it did for the complaints against
Oakwood College and Elms College, it responded quickly. Where it did not find jurisdiction, as in the
complaint against BYU-Idaho, the exemption claim lingered. 211
OCR documented a religious exemption for Oakwood College on September 3, 1985, along with the
exemption claims of at least ten other educational institutions. 212 Although OCR recognized Oakwood’s
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exemption claim as part of the Religious Exemption Project, Oakwood’s specific claim to discriminate
based on marital/parental status had been pending before OCR only for a month, since August 1985. 213
The Regional Civil Rights Director for Region IV, the region including Alabama, sought guidance from the
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights on how to treat the complaint against Oakwood, given the religious
exemption Oakwood had received. 214 After discussing certain jurisdictional issues, 215 OCR analyzed
Oakwood College’s religious exemption, noting that the scope of exemption did not extend to “practices
that do not conflict with [the institution’s] religious tenets.” 216 Thus, Oakwood College could
discriminate against unmarried, pregnant women in its student health insurance plan by refusing to
treat pregnancy as it did other temporary disabilities, but could not do the same to married, pregnant
women because “the College has made no statement or suggestion that the presence of students or
employees who are married and pregnant conflicts with any tenets of the religious organization
controlling the institution.” 217 The policy guidance reinforced the statutory limitation on religious
exemptions. An educational institution could be exempt, but only so far as religious principles conflicted
with regulatory requirements. If there was no religious conflict, there was no exemption.
In contrast to a student complaint, an OCR-initiated Title IX compliance review of student health
insurance plans in Region IV, the region including both Oakwood College in Alabama and Loyola
University in Louisiana, motivated Loyola to seek religious exemption in April 1986. Loyola University –
New Orleans claimed exemption to Title IX regulations regarding health and insurance benefits and
services for students as well as the marital or parental status of applicants, students, and employees,
although its exemption claim letter only discussed religious tenets regarding abortion and sterilization
rather than prohibitions on extra-marital sex. 218 The university said it had willingly modified its student
health insurance plan to treat pregnancy and related conditions the same as other temporary disabilities
but it refused to provide coverage and counseling regarding abortion because the “long –established
teaching of the Catholic Church through its various Councils, Papal Encyclicals and other teaching
authorities” defined the “intentional termination of pregnancy through means of abortion as the
wrongful taking of human life contrary to the natural and moral law of the Church.” 219 Loyola claimed
exemption from any regulations that would limit its ability to discipline students or fire employees
“based on conduct related to termination of pregnancy by abortion.” 220 Less than a month later, OCR
recognized Loyola’s exemption in a letter that followed exactly the format of the Religious Exemption
Project recognition letters. 221
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Elms College had withdrawn its claim for religious exemption during the Religious Exemption Project,
but reinstituted that claim in 1986 after a complaint regarding its student health insurance plan. Elms
College asked for and received exemption from a more narrow set of regulations than had Loyola
University, just marital or parental status of students and employees, to the extent the sections required
services or benefits related to the termination of pregnancy. 222 The narrowness of Elms College’s
claimed exemption may have been related to the context in which the 1986 claims arose and the
college’s withdrawal of a previous claim in October 1985. While the documentary record does not
explain the 1985 withdrawal, both the withdrawal and the very narrow 1986 exemption claim may
indicate a position that religious exemption existed independent of the regulatory procedures for
claiming it and needed to be formally documented only in situations of actual conflict. The actual
conflict arose when a student filed a student health insurance policy complaint with the Boston Regional
Office for Civil Rights. Elms College accepted a proposed settlement, except for its required coverage for
abortion “a practice that would violate the religious tenets followed by Elms College” and the Roman
Catholic Church. 223 A documented religious exemption to coverage for abortion resolved in Elms
College’s favor that portion of the student’s complaint against it.
When Stonehill College, a small Catholic institution in the northeast like Elms College, claimed an
exemption to the student health insurance coverage sections of the Title IX regulations, it argued that
“any statute or regulation mandating insurance coverage for the health care related to pregnancies out
of wedlock, or abortions regardless of marital status, is obviously inconsistent with the religions tenets”
of its controlling organization, the Congregation of Holy Cross, a Catholic religious order. 224 OCR
accepted the “obviously inconsistent” assertion without seeking more information or a more specific
sourcing of Catholic religious tenets to official documents like Loyola University and Elms College had
provided in their exemption claims. 225
G. The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987
1. Restoring an Expansive Interpretation
The administrative agency charged with enforcing Title IX, first the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare and then, beginning in 1980, the Department of Education, long interpreted Title IX’s nondiscrimination provisions as it understood congressional intent to be in passing the law: Title IX applied
to the entire educational institution where any program or activity at the university received federal
financial assistance. 226 The Title IX regulations defined the term “recipient” as an entity that received
federal financial assistance, whether directly or indirectly, and that “operates an education program or
activity that receives or benefits from such assistance.” 227 Both the regulatory language regarding
222
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indirect receipt of federal financial assistance (i.e., through federal financial aid assistance to students)
and “benefits from” effectuated that expansive interpretation.
In 1984 in Grove City v. Bell, however, the US Supreme Court rejected the expansive interpretation of
Title IX as applicable to all portions of an educational institution where any part of it received federal
financial assistance or benefited therefrom. 228 Rather, the Court interpreted narrowly the “program or
activity” language of Title IX such that its non-discrimination provisions applied only to the specific
program or activity receiving federal funds, not the entire university. 229 For Grove City College, this
meant that only its student financial aid program – not admissions, not athletics, not employment, not
any other program or activity at the university -- was subject to Title IX because the only federal funds
the college received were through federal financial aid given to students. 230 The Court’s strict
interpretation constructed Title IX as BYU and other educational institutions had previously urged to
severely limit the statute’s reach. 231 In March 1988, after a failed attempt in 1984 and over President
Ronald Reagan’s veto, Congress enacted the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987 (CRRA) to derogate
Grove City and in the bill’s words “restore the prior consistent and long-standing executive branch
interpretation and broad, institution-wide application” of Title IX. 232
While the CRRA returned Title IX to its previously expansive application, two attempts by Senator Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah) to limit that return with respect to religious institutions failed. First, Senator Hatch
proposed an amendment to the CRRA that would have maintained Grove City’s narrow interpretation
for religious institutions. 233 His second proposed amendment would have broadened the application of
the religious exemption by changing the requirement that an educational institution be “controlled by”
a religious organization to simply “closely identified” with the tenets of a religious organization.234 With
the defeat of Senator Hatch’s second amendment, the CRRA reiterated exactly the language of religious
exemption found in the original Title IX. To claim exemption, an educational institution had to be
controlled by a religious organization.
Even after defeat of Senator Hatch’s two amendments, return to the expansive application of Title IX
was not entirely complete. Between original passage of Title IX in 1972 and the Supreme Court’s ruling
in Grove City, the Supreme Court decided Roe v. Wade in 1973. 235 Of course, prior to the introduction of
the CRRA, various educational institutions had sought religious exemptions regarding abortion. 236 With
abortion legal under certain circumstances after 1973, however, some opposition to the CRRA focused
on the degree to which Title IX would then require educational institutions to fund or otherwise
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participate in abortions, particularly through their student health insurance plans. 237 The religious
exemption in Title IX covered some of the institutions that were most adamantly opposed to the CRRA,
but religious exemptions weren't available to all who opposed abortion. In January 1988, Senator John
Danforth (R-Missouri) introduced an amendment that sought to make Title IX “abortion-neutral,” a
successful amendment that facilitated passage of the CRRA, after earlier failure in 1984 in large part
over the abortion question. 238 Senator Danforth’s amendment was a substantive limit on the scope of
Title IX coverage. Under the “Neutrality with Respect to Abortion” amendment, nothing in Title IX was
to be construed to either “require or prohibit” anyone, whether a public or a private entity or individual
person “to provide or pay for any benefit or service, including the use of facilities, related to an
abortion.” 239 At the same time, absent a religious exemption, the amendment did not allow institutions
to discriminate against someone who had received or sought a legal abortion or related services. 240
The CRRA resulted in a host of new religious exemption claims and a revised strategy for OCR on dealing
with complaints it had closed for lack of jurisdiction, like the one against BYU-Idaho’s student health
insurance plan initially filed in 1985. 241 Of the 42 religious exemption claims OCR received in the last
nine months of 1988 after passage of the CRRA and in 1989, 69% either claimed an explicit exemption
for services related to abortion, cited the CRRA as obviating the need for an exemption, or, in the case of
two educational institutions, God's Bible School College in Cincinnati and Mississippi College, did both
for good measure. 242 Sixteen of the 42 claims (38%) dealt, at least in part, with student health
insurance exemptions, all to allow exclusion of unmarried women from coverage for pregnancy and
related services, based on religious prohibitions on pre-marital sex.
2. Finding Jurisdiction, Reopening Cases, Recognizing Exemptions: Student Health Insurance
Policy Cases
By the end of 1988, OCR had received nearly 2,000 similar Title IX complaints regarding discrimination in
student health insurance plans. 243 The prevalence of the problem required particular attention. Twice,
in June 1988 and October 1989, OCR provided policy guidance to its senior staff and regional directors
regarding student health insurance policy complaints. In between, in September 1988, OCR mass mailed
a letter to alert college and university presidents of the potential for violating Title IX if “certain student
health insurance plans” did “not provide coverage for pregnancy on the same basis as coverage for
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other temporary disabilities.” 244 In its internal policy guidance memoranda as well as its external
communication with university presidents, OCR recognized the potential role of religious exemptions.
That explicit recognition of the potential for religious exemption in the late 1980s, contrasts sharply with
the limited communication about the possibility of religious exemption in the 21st century. 245
a. Concerns Regarding Abortion -- June 1988 Memorandum
OCR sought to provide guidance to its regional directors regarding the variety of ways that the Civil
Rights Restoration Act affected OCR’s response to complaints alleging Title IX violations in student
health insurance policies. 246 The abortion neutral provision of the CRRA exempted all educational
institutions, not just the religiously controlled, from providing or paying for abortions whether in
student health insurance plans or otherwise. 247 OCR intended to modify the Title IX regulations to
accord with the new statute, but in the meantime, considered regulatory provisions regarding paying or
providing for the termination of pregnancy “ultra vires,” non-enforceable. 248 OCR also noted that, with
respect to abortion, the CRRA was neutral only regarding paying or providing for an abortion, not with
respect to discrimination against students who had or were seeking to have an abortion. OCR
emphasized the limitation by underlining the words “provide or pay” in its memorandum. 249
OCR cautioned regional offices of potential interaction between the abortion neutral provision of the
CRRA and religious exemptions specifically. If a regional office investigated a complaint at an
educational institution eligible for a religious exemption, OCR should “apprise [the institution] of its
option of claiming a religious exemption” and, if the educational institution claimed exemption, the
office should “process the religious exemption before completing the investigation and issuing a letter of
finding.” 250
In August 1985, a student filed a complaint alleging that the health insurance plan BYU-Idaho offered to
its students discriminated on the basis of sex; it did not treat pregnancy the same as other temporary
disabilities. 251 OCR had acknowledged exemptions for BYU-Idaho in June 1985 as part of the Religious
Exemption Project, but those exemptions did not include the university’s student health plan. In
response to the complaint, BYU-Idaho claimed additional exemption beyond those already recognized.
The requirement that it “treat pregnancy as any other temporary disability . . . would compel [the
college’s] direct and/or indirect approval, and support of premarital sex and abortion.” 252 The college
set forth the “fundamental doctrine” of the LDS Church as prohibiting pre-marital sex and, except in rare
narrowly circumscribed situations, prohibiting participation in abortion. 253 However, in 1986, OCR found
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it lacked jurisdiction to consider the complaint given Grove City v. Bell and OCR’s policy guidance
implementing Grove City’s jurisdictional limitations. 254 OCR closed the complaint file against BYU-Idaho
and left the exemption claim pending future jurisdiction. 255
OCR found that jurisdiction in the Civil Rights Restoration Act. 256 In 1988, OCR reopened the complaint
against BYU-Idaho and reconsidered the institution’s 1985 exemption claim. OCR exempted BYUIdaho’s student health insurance from treating pregnancy and related conditions as a temporary
disability for unmarried women and from abortion services for all women, married or not, based on
conflict between LDS religious principles and the regulatory sections. 257 In doing so, OCR followed the
standard format for exemption recognition letters set forth as part of the Religious Exemption Project in
the February 1985 memorandum, but also relied on the additional guidance OCR provided in June 1988
regarding student health insurance complaints.
b. Dear College and University Presidents -- September 1988 Letter
In September 1988, OCR mass mailed a letter to alert college and university presidents of the potential
for violation of Title IX where the student health insurance plans the universities offered did “not
provide coverage for pregnancy on the same basis as coverage for other temporary disabilities.” 258
Unlike the June 1988 memorandum, the September 1988 letter made no mention of the abortionneutral provisions of the CRRA regarding providing or paying for abortion or the fact that the CRRA
prohibited discrimination against students who had obtained or were seeking an abortion. It did,
however, apprise institutions of the possibility of religious exemption by tracking both the substantive
and procedural language of 34 CFR §106.12.
c. Policy and Procedures -- October 1989 Memorandum
By October 1989, OCR had recognized religious exemptions for nearly 90% of the 52 post-Religious
Exemption Project claimants, leaving only six pending. Nonetheless, by memorandum dated October 11,
1989, OCR reiterated its procedures for considering the exemption claims and set forth, apparently for
the first time, specific procedures for conducting complaint investigations at institutions with
documented religious exemptions. 259 The primary value of the October 1989 memorandum would be
the procedures it identified for investigating complaints at institutions that already had documented
religious exemptions rather than the policy for reviewing new exemption claims. At the same time, the
procedures outlined in both the June 1988 memo and the October 1989 memo made it more difficult to
determine post-hoc from the exemption documents themselves whether educational institutions made
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religious exemption claims in response to Title IX complaints against them or independent of such
complaints.
The October 1989 memorandum maintained, indeed increased, the exceptionally deferential standard
set forth in the February 1985 policy guidance memorandum that first articulated standards of review
for religious exemption claims. OCR’s 1989 memorandum explicitly recognized that religious
exemptions existed independent of the regulatory procedures to document them, harkening back to the
language in OCR’s March 1976 letter to BYU: “The regulation does not require that a religious institution
submit a written claim of exemption, nor is an institution’s exempt status dependent upon its
submission of a written statement.” 260 Moreover, in the 1989 memorandum OCR used quote marks
around the words request and grant, to indicate that institutions were not actually requesting
exemptions nor OCR actually granting them: “Primarily, the written claim or ‘request’ for exemption
from an institution is a request for assurance from OCR of exemptions to certain sections of the
regulations. . . . OCR, in ‘granting’ an exemption, primarily ensures that the institution has cited the
correct sections of the regulations in its request.” 261 In other words, OCR’s role, and the extent of its
authority, was simply to check regulatory section numbers. Any questions that OCR staffers had about a
religious exemption claim “should be directed at clarifying the applicability of regulation sections,” not
questioning religious beliefs, not interpreting religious tenets, not asking about programs beyond the
scope of the exemption request itself, because doing so “could create potential conflicts under the First
Amendment.” 262 The October 1989 memorandum moved back towards inherent exemption, but it did
not change the agency discretion language OCR embodied in the standard exemption disposition letter,
the primary language institutions claiming exemption would encounter.
A complaint against a religious educational institution changed the procedure OCR applied. 263 If the
institution had a religious exemption that OCR already documented, OCR should carefully review that
letter for the parameters of the exemption to see if the complaint fell within it. The October 1989
memorandum did not say exactly what should happen procedurally if the exemption covered the
complaint, but presumably, as with the 1986 Elms College case, the exemption resolved the complaint in
favor of the educational institution, unless the complainant challenged the exemption itself. The
publicly available record reveals no such challenge, either with respect to Elms College or any other
institution claiming religious exemption.
Where a complaint fell outside the scope of the documented religious exemption, OCR could investigate
the religious institution. 264 Indeed, the 1989 memorandum assumes that many of the complaints it had
received regarding the treatment of pregnancy and related conditions under student health care plans
would fall outside the scope of religious exemptions. Where educational institutions provided student
health care plans, the regulations required the plans to treat pregnancy “the same as any other
temporary disability.” 265 The memorandum pointed out that religious educational institutions may have
documented exemptions for treating married and single persons differently with respect to pregnancy
because of religious tenets prohibiting extra-marital sex, but “no institution has claimed a conflict
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between religious tenets and the regulations regarding married pregnant students,” 266 echoing its
Oakwood College policy guidance communication in 1985. 267 Where student health plans treated
pregnancy differently from other temporary disabilities – by requiring a waiting period for coverage, by
limiting hospital stays, by charging extra premiums, as many plans did – the educational institution
violated Title IX regulations for married students, even if it was exempt from providing equal insurance
coverage for unmarried students. 268
B. Disappearance of Religious Exemption Claims, 1989-2012
Whatever it had anticipated after resolving the student health insurance plan complaints and issuing the
October 1989 memorandum, OCR received no new claims to religious exemptions in the latter half of
1989, in 1990, or in 1991. Over the next few years, OCR received only a smattering of new exemption
claims: three in 1992, two in 1993, three in 1994, none in 1995, two in 1996, all but one of these ten
claims from Baptist educational institutions. 269 In 1997 and 1998, three LDS institutions of higher
education made a total of four new claims, the only claims made those years. Between 1999 and 2012,
only two educational institutions, Trinity International University and Maranatha Baptist University,
made new claims to religious exemption. 270 Thus, in the course of more than 20 years, from mid-1989
through 2012, OCR received only 16 new religious exemption claims, on average fewer than one new
exemption claim per year, with all but two new claims concentrated in the first ten years. For years on
end, OCR had no new work on religious exemptions to Title IX. By 2012, it may have been easy to
conclude that educational institutions’ demand for religious exemption to Title IX had evaporated or at
least been fulfilled through the exemptions OCR had already recognized.
C. Claims Reemerge, 2013 -- Arcadia Unified School District and Transgender
After a long hiatus, religious exemptions to Title XI re-emerged starkly. In July 2013, the civil rights
offices of the Department of Justice and the Department of Education entered into an agreement with
the Arcadia Unified School District in California to resolve a complaint against the school district
regarding its treatment of a transgender student. 271 Essentially, the resolution agreement required the
school district to recognize the student’s gender as he expressed and identified it, rather than as
assigned at birth. The school district agreed to provide to the student “safe and equitable access to all
school and District facilities and activities” as a transgender boy, including “sex-specific facilities” such as
“restrooms, locker rooms, and overnight facilities.” 272 The student’s complaint arose because his school
refused to fully recognize his gender identity, requiring him to change for gym class in the nurse’s office
rather than the boy’s locker room and assigning him to a separate, individual cabin instead of a boys’
group cabin on an overnight camping trip. Beyond measures for the specific complaining student, the
district also agreed to implement changes district-wide including revising its written policies to
“specifically include gender-based discrimination as a form of discrimination based on sex,” and thus a
violation of Title IX, and to define “gender-based discrimination” to include “discrimination based on a
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student’s gender identity, gender expression, gender transition, transgender status, or gender
nonconformity.” 273 The resolution agreement provided specific definitions of gender identity, gender
expression, gender transition, transgender status, and gender non-conformity. Although the resolution
agreement made no specific mention of athletic sports teams, presumably, as with other school services,
facilities, and activities, transgender students would participate based on their gender identity rather
than assigned gender.
As the Civil Rights Restoration Act had done in 1988 with student health insurance exemption claims,
publication of the Arcadia Resolution Agreement caused a flood of new religious exemption action
under Title IX. After more than a decade with only two new exemption claims, OCR received 63 new
claims in the two and a half years between July 2013 and January 2016, with additional new exemption
claims likely. All but one of those 63 new claims -- a claim Liberty University made formally at OCR’s
request when a student complained regarding abortion 274 -- asserted the religious educational
institution’s exemption from Title IX to allow it to discriminate based on gender where transgender,
gender nonconforming, and in some cases gay individuals were involved. Simpson University,
controlled by the Christian and Missionary Alliance, was the first in October 2013. 275 A large number of
Baptist institutions followed suit, particularly after the Southern Baptist Convention adopted a
statement on transgender identity in 2014. 276 The controlling religious institutions for the 63 claimant
institutions range broadly from various Baptist conventions to Friends to Catholic to Churches of Christ
to Mennonite Brethren to Methodist to Presbyterian to independent evangelical Christian, although no
Jewish educational institutions made claims. Forty three percent of the 63 claims (28/63) specifically
cite the Arcadia Resolution Agreement as motivating the new exemption claim. A little more than a third
of claimants (23/63) reference the Department of Education’s April 2014 “Questions and Answers on
Title IX and Sexual Violence” that expressly included gender identity within Title IX’s sex discrimination
prohibitions. 277 Repeat players, institutions that had claimed prior exemptions on other substantive
issues in earlier decades, also constituted 44% of the claimants (28/63). As of January 6, 2016, OCR had
recognized 39 of the 63 claims with the remaining 24 pending, including three requests from OCR for
more information regarding the controlling institution. The exemptions OCR recognized for Simpson
University, George Fox University, and Spring Arbor University in spring 2014 garnered national
attention for religious exemption to Title IX for the first time since the Civil Rights Restoration Act in the
late 1980s. 278 Likewise, Human Rights Campaign’s report on religious exemptions to Title IX highlighted
the hidden nature of these exemptions in mid-December 2015. 279
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VII. Application and Argument Over Time
A. The Control Test Revisited
In the 40 years since the Title IX regulations became effective, not once has OCR found insufficient
control by a religious organization to deny an educational institution’s claim to religious exemption.
Over time, however, the degree of information and depth of argument that educational institutions
submit to establish control has increased significantly. No educational institution simply asserts, as St.
Charles Borromeo Seminary did in 1976 that a named religious organization controls it or that it is
supported and operated by members of the church of Christ, as Harding College did that same year.
Similarly, for exemption claims made since 2012, contradictory evidence suggests that OCR is both
relaxing and tightening the control test. On the one hand, OCR no longer makes a factual finding
regarding control in its religious exemption disposition letters. On the other, in a change of practice,
OCR has provided the control test directly to educational institutions when requesting more information.
Likewise, in October 2015, OCR published the control test on its website. 280 OCR itself has had both no
comment and claimed continuity in application of the control test for the last 35 years. 281
Whatever OCR’s stated position, between 1998 and 2013, as a factual matter something changed in its
consideration of control for purposes of religious exemption to Title IX. 282 In July 1998, OCR concluded
that Brigham Young University – Hawaii “adequately establishe[d]” that it was controlled by a religious
organization. 283 That 1998 communication was the last time OCR drew directly on the standard set forth
in the February 1985 policy memorandum, the “adequately establishes” language for control, to find an
educational institution eligible for religious exemption to Title IX. Seven years later in less precise, more
verbose language, OCR concluded that the Evangelical Free Church of America controlled Trinity
International University:
Your letter and additional information establishes that Trinity is owned and operated by the
Evangelical Free Church of America (the Church). Trinity is controlled by the Church and adheres to
its religious tenets. Since Trinity is controlled by a religious organization, the regulations that carry
out Title IX permit the Department to exempt the institution from requirements of Title IX
regulations where compliance would conflict with the religious tenets of Trinity’s controlling
religious organization (34 CFR 106.12). Trinity is therefore, eligible for consideration for an
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exemption from requirements of the Title IX regulations that conflict with the religious tenets of the
Church. 284
In moving away from the more concise exemption recognition language employed since the Religious
Education Project, OCR magnified its own authority in the Trinity International letter. OCR claimed that
the Title IX regulations permitted it to consider Trinity International’s eligibility for exemption when the
explicit language of 34 CFR §106.12(b) in fact does neither. OCR’s language in the 2005 exemption
recognition letter it sent to Trinity International approximated the 1974 draft regulation language of
request, determination, and qualification more than the inherent exemption language of the final
regulations.
After its rambling letter to Trinity International University in 2005, OCR could have returned to the
standard “adequately establishes” language at its next available opportunity, its 2013 exemption
recognition letter to Maranatha Baptist Bible College. 285 It did not. Rather, OCR recited the facts the
institution stated, but made no conclusion that the facts established, adequately or otherwise, the
required control to claim a religious exemption to Title IX. 286 Since 2005, OCR has not articulated any
finding or conclusion regarding control in its exemption recognition letters. Not one of the 39
exemption recognition letters OCR issued from 2013 through January 6, 2016, concluded that the
educational institution had established the control required to be eligible for a religious exemption.
Even so, OCR has not denied that the requisite control exists, nor has it refused any exemption claims.
In late 2014, OCR requested more information regarding the controlling institutions of Biola University
and Colorado Christian University, both of whom made exemption claims earlier in 2014.287 OCR did the
same with Missouri Baptist University in January 2016. 288 In contrast to its past practice, OCR included
in these three information request letters the text of the control test itself. Thus, Biola, Colorado
Christian, and Missouri Baptist had before them the control standard by which OCR ostensibly would
review the additional factual information they provided, although not the February 1985 Policy
Memorandum nor the October 1988 Memorandum setting forth the degree of deference to the
universities’ claims.
OCR’s request for more information and its inclusion of the control test language is ironic, not just
because OCR has not made conclusions regarding the requisite control since at least 2005, but because
OCR had previously recognized religious exemptions for all three universities, for Biola University and
Colorado Christian University in 1985 as part of the Religious Exemption Project 289 and for Missouri
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Baptist University in 1996. 290 Both Biola University and Missouri Baptist University accompanied their
respective exemption claims with copies of OCR’s previous exemption recognition letters. 291
OCR made no allegation in its 2014 requests for more information to Biola University and Colorado
Christian University that the structural organization of either institution had changed in a way that
would undermine its previous determination that both institutions “adequately establishe[d]” control by
a religious organization for purposes of exemption to Title IX, nor do the 2014 exemption claim letters
indicate any changed circumstances regarding organizational structure or control. In fact, Colorado
Christian University’s 2014 exemption claim provided much more detail regarding Christianity as its
controlling commitment than did its 1985 statement which OCR found adequate to establish control.
The 2014 exemption claim described the university as a “Christ-centered learning community," with all
faculty and staff embracing Colorado Christian University’s Statement of Faith, and its Board of Trustee’s
adopting “strategic objectives that direct the implementation of the University’s consistent mission and
vision and provide context for its first priority: an enduring commitment to Jesus Christ and His
Kingdom.” 292 Even so, OCR requested more information, to which Colorado Christian easily responded
with its requirement that faculty and other employees agree, in writing, to the Statement of Faith and
strategic objectives.293
In its January 2016 letter to Missouri Baptist University requesting more information, OCR noted
differences between the description of organizational control in the institution’s 1996 exemption claim
and its 2015 exemption claim. The 1996 exemption claim used the word “control”: “The College is
controlled by the Missouri Baptist Convention, and all members of the Board of Trustees of Missouri
Baptist College are elected by the convention.” 294 The 2015 exemption claim letter, in contrast, used
words like “relationship” and “governed” but not “control”: “the University has maintained a close,
symbiotic relationship with the Baptist community of believers and is governed by trustees who are
members of Baptist churches in Missouri. The Board of Trustees . . . consists of twenty-seven persons,
seventy-five percent (75%) of whom are required by the University’s Articles of Incorporation to be
members of Baptist churches located in Missouri.” 295 Because of the differences between the two
exemption claim letters, OCR wrote that it needed additional information “to determine whether the
University’s relationship with the Missouri Baptist Convention continues to meet the standard for
‘control’” set forth in the control test. 296 As of early January 2016, OCR had not provided a final letter to
Colorado Christian University recognizing its 2014 exemption claim nor had Biola University or Missouri
Baptist University responded to OCR’s requests for additional information.
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Whatever the language of the control test itself, for 40 years, it has had basically no substantive content,
no limiting effect as applied, despite the explicit statutory language requiring an educational institution
to be “controlled by a religious organization” to claim exemption to Title IX. OCR accepted any
statement of fact – from one of actual control to identification of a particular religion to a commitment
to religious principles – as sufficient to evince control. It would be a highly unusual change in policy and
practice for OCR to reject the exemption claims of Biola, Colorado Christian, and Missouri Baptist
universities for lack of control by a religious organization, given the numerous exemption claims OCR has
recognized under exceptionally minimal definitions of control, including claims by all three of these
institutions. If it is not going to make conclusions regarding the control required to claim a religious
exemption, something it hasn’t done since 2005, however, it is not clear why OCR needed more
information from the universities before recognizing their exemption claims. That OCR might reject the
universities’ claims or even review them under a more rigorous, less-deferential standard than it has in
the past would be a significant change in policy and practice.
Rather than direct confrontation between OCR and a religious university, however, a more likely course
may be a return to the inaction of the past. If neither Biola nor Missouri Baptist respond with additional
information to OCR’s request, OCR need do nothing more. It will have neither granted nor denied their
exemption claims and the universities likely will continue the practices on which they based their
exemption claims in the first place. Colorado Christian provided the additional requested information
more than a year ago. Two other exemption claims, one by Asbury University and one by Multnomah
University, have also been pending for more than a year, although since 2013, OCR promptly recognized
exemption claims, usually within a month or two, for nearly 40 other institutions. Perhaps, along with
Biola and Missouri Baptist, the pending cases are the hard ones, cases in which OCR would like to
reclaim the control test but doing so risks the litigation OCR and universities have avoided for 40 years.
B. Inherent Exemption versus Agency Discretion
Initially, HEW and OCR used descriptive language that recognized a religious educational institution’s
inherent exemption to Title IX rather than its own discretion to grant or deny an exemption request.
Beyond its communications with BYU, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, and Harding College in 1976, the
Assurance of Compliance form HEW 639 A allowed an educational institution to check a box if it was
“claiming a religious exemption under [34 CFR §106.]12(b).” 297 But then, rhetorically, in the February
1985 policy memorandum OCR replaced the inherent exemption claim language with agency discretion
to grant or deny exemption requests. By doing so, OCR subtly shifted power to itself to grant or deny
exemption requests instead of recognizing or documenting exemption claims, even though the standard
of review was highly deferential. Moreover, as OCR communicated with educational institutions to
gather additional information during the Religious Exemption Project, OCR likewise described the
educational institution’s actions as requests for religious exemptions rather than claims. In its
exemption disposition letters as well, OCR granted educational institutions requests. Despite a move
back towards inherent exemption in OCR’s October 1989 policy memorandum, the language OCR used
and continues to use in its disposition letters models agency discretion rather than the educational
institution’s claim to inherent exemption under the Title IX statute or Constitution.
In fact, the exemption disposition letters OCR has issued in the 2000s assert an even stronger version of
agency discretion regarding religious exemption than in earlier decades. First, the letters accurately cite
the statute itself, 20 USC §1681, for the general proposition that Title XI prohibits discrimination on the
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basis of sex. 298 With respect to religious exemption, however, the letters ignore the specific statutory
authority at 20 USC §1681(a)(3) and cite only “the implementing regulation at 34 CFR §106.12,” 299 as if
the agency and the regulations it promulgated, rather than Congress and the statute, afford religious
exemption to Title IX. Moreover, the 2000s letters do not distinguish between 34 CFR §106.12(a), the
regulatory subsection that tracks the substantive language of the statute, and §106.12(b), the regulatory
sub-section that provides a procedural mechanism for educational institutions to claim exemption.
Rather, the letters state that educational institutions are “allowed to request” exemption to Title IX, as if
OCR controlled both the initial opportunity for exemption and its ultimate recognition. 300
Over time, educational institutions have deferred to OCR’s arrogation of authority. Educational
institutions use of inherent exemption language – verbs such as claim, notify, establish, assert, inform - in their communications with OCR decreased while their use of language that implied agency discretion
– request, apply, seek – increased. Between 1975 and completion of the Religious Exemption Project in
November 1985, 64% of religious educational institutions that did so, claimed religious exemption to
Title IX; 18% requested OCR provide exemption; and another 18% used both claim and request language.
A goodly portion of the 18% using both claim and request language made their initial claim in the 1970s
and then responded to OCR with request language during the course of the Religious Exemption Project.
From November 1985 through the end of the decade, educational institutions used claim and request
language in much closer proportions. Forty percent of educational institutions doing so, claimed
religious exemption; 45% requested religious exemption; and 16% used both claim and request language.
During the 1990s, the exclusive use of inherent exemption language vanished completely. Not a single
educational institution, not even Brigham Young University and its sister LDS educational institutions,
relied exclusively on claim language when communicating with OCR regarding religious exemptions to
Title IX. Rather, the LDS educational institutions (30% of the total number) used both claim and request
language, while all other institutions (70% of the total number), relied solely on request language.
In the most recent wave of exemption, 2012 through January 6, 2016, six educational institutions (10%)
deployed claim language exclusively while 35% mixed claims and requests. In a near inversion of the
1970s data, in the 2010s, 55% of educational institutions requested OCR grant religious exemption to
Title IX in contrast to the 64% that claimed exemption in the 1970s. The most dramatic difference
between the 1970s and the 2000s is the very limited reliance on the strongest version of an educational
institution’s inherent exemption, like the one BYU articulated in 1975: exclusive reliance on claim, notice,
establish, assert, and related verbs in communications with OCR regarding religious exemption. To a
significant degree, educational institutions have relinquished their strongest inherent exemption
rhetoric.
C. Constitutional Arguments
In parallel with the decline of inherent exemption rhetoric, over time, educational institutions have
abandoned constitutional arguments in their communications regarding religious exemption to Title IX.
Brigham Young University asserted constitutional rights and arguments as it negotiated with
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government officials the parameters of religious exemption to Title IX regulations in 1975 and 1976.
During the same time frame, a number of other educational institutions also made constitutional
arguments against the Title IX regulations in their exemption claim letters. Wheaton College iterated
support for the “basic goal of providing equal opportunity for both men and women in education,” but
expressed concern that the regulations went “beyond the scope and intent” of Title IX and raised “basic
constitutional issues under the religious freedom clause of The First Amendment.” 301 The college would
make “every effort” to comply with the regulations but reserved its right “to raise these basic legal
issues” if the regulations were applied to it in a way that threatened its core identity. 302 Five Seventh
Day Adventist educational institutions making exemption claims in 1976 stated their position that “the
interpretation and implementation of Title IX regulations are subject to constitutional guarantees
against unreasonable entanglement with or infringement on the religious teachings and practices of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church.” 303 Other institutions found a constitutional violation of religious
freedom in the mere existence of Title IX regulations that would allow a federal agency to “determine
the validity or non-validity of the religious tenets of a religious body or its private religious educational
institution.” 304 As discussed above, Orthodox Jewish institutions’ insistence on First Amendment
protections resulted in the Agudath compromise during the Religious Exemption Project. 305 Through
1992, other institutions raised religious freedom arguments in their claim letters. 306
Over time, though, like the strongest inherent exemption language, constitutional arguments have
almost disappeared from educational institutions communications with OCR regarding religious
exemption to Title IX. In only one of the more than 75 exemption claim letters since 1992 has an
educational institution directly raised First Amendment concerns regarding entanglement, infringement,
or religious freedom. The sole exception was Liberty University in 2014. At OCR’s request after a
student filed a complaint, Liberty claimed a religious exemption regarding its disciplinary procedures for
abortion. 307 Liberty University first asserted that its disciplinary policy was nondiscriminatory -- it
applied to both men and women -- but, to the extent OCR interpreted the policy as potentially
discriminatory, the policy was founded on religious principles and “must be exempt under Title IX as a
permissible exercise under the First Amendment.” 308 OCR granted the exemption. 309
D. Statutory and Other Legal Arguments
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Even as institutions backed away from constitutional arguments and inherent exemption language, they
increasingly drew on other sources of law or authority – judicial case law, statutes, government agency
action or inaction -- to justify or inform their religious exemption claim, although it is not clear that such
comparative argument influences OCR in its decision making. Except for the Civil Rights Restoration Act,
OCR has not referenced in its response letters any of the sources of law or authority that educational
institutions have cited to support their exemption claims except as it repeats the institutions’ proffered
facts. Educational institutions craft the strongest arguments for exemption they can, but these
arguments and efforts may be beside the point given that OCR has never denied an educational
institution religious exemption in 40 years of Title IX regulations.
1) Civil Rights Restoration Act
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, twenty-two institutions cited the Civil Rights Restoration Act (CRRA) as
obviating the need to claim a specific exemption to Title IX regulations regarding abortion. Twenty-one
institutions likewise identified the Supreme Court’s decision in Grove City v. Bell as necessitating a
religious exemption claim. Although Grove City had narrowly interpreted the program or activity
language of Title IX and thus limited its application, it also held that a program or activity received
federal funds if any of its students received federal financial aid. 310 While the CRRA overturned the
narrow interpretation of program or activity, it left intact the latter interpretation. Thus, after the CRRA
was enacted in 1988, if any student at an educational institution received federal financial aid, the entire
institution was a recipient of federal aid for purposes of Title IX, even if that indirect federal aid was the
only federal funding the institution received. Colleges and universities recognized the expansion of Title
IX coverage almost immediately and filed religious exemption claims accordingly, typically noting that
“The college believes that it may in the past have received, and may currently be receiving, indirect
federal aid within our understanding of the Supreme Court decision in Grove City College v. Bell, 465 US
555 (1984).” 311
2) Title VII
In two waves, one in the late 1980s and early 1990s and another beginning in 2014, religious exemption
claimants to Title IX analogized to Title VII and judicial interpretation of it. Beginning in 1987 through
the early 1990s, twenty-two different educational institutions cited Title VII and the Supreme Court’s
decision in Corporation of the Presiding Bishop v. Amos 312 to support their Title IX exemption claims.
Each educational institution “specifically claim[ed] its right to exercise a religious preference in its
employment decisions” pursuant to Title VII and Amos. In an exemption claim in 1997, Brigham Young
University explained its understanding of the relationship between Amos, Title VII and religious
exemption under Title IX:
Of course, at the heart of [the University’s Title IX exemption request] is the holding in Corporation
of the Presiding Bishop v. Amos, 483 US 327 (1987) which held that the religious exemptions of Title
VII to the Civil Rights Act do not violate the establishment clause of the first amendment. Simply
stated, Amos allows an institution like BYU, one which is owned or controlled by a Church to
exercise a religious hiring preference. That principle in turn, permits the University to employ
310
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Church members who meet certain minimum standards of faithfulness and wholehearted
commitment to Church teachings. 313
Citing Amos was a roundabout way of claiming constitutional justification for religious exemption to
Title IX. At least with respect to employees, the argument was that the Supreme Court’s finding in Amos
-- no establishment clause violation in religious exemption to Title VII – trumped any potential limitation
OCR might impose on religious exemption to Title IX.
Beginning in 2014, a second wave analogized Title VII and Title IX through Killinger v. Samford University,
a 1997 11th Circuit Court of Appeals decision regarding control by a religious organization. 314 In Killinger,
the 11th Circuit found the relationship between the Alabama Baptist State Convention and Samford
University sufficient to exempt the university from Title VII’s general prohibition on religious
discrimination in employment. 315 Samford University was “in whole or in substantial part, owned,
supported, controlled or managed by a particular religion or by a particular religious corporation,
association or society” as Title VII required for exemption. 316 In their 2014 and 2015 Title IX exemption
requests to OCR, at least eighteen Southern Baptist educational institutions cited Title VII and Killinger
as support for control under Title IX. Their respective Baptist conventions controlled them as the
Alabama Baptist State convention controlled Samford University. Without comment on their analogy or
argument, OCR granted the exemption requests.
3) Arcadia Unified School District Resolution Agreement
As discussed above, a number of educational institutions identified the Arcadia Unified School District
Resolution Agreement in 2013 and the April 2014 agency document “Questions and Answers regarding
Sexual Violence” as motivating their exemption claims. 317 In doing so, the educational institutions
pointed out that “the Office for Civil Rights has not issued regulations or guidance” regarding an
educational institution’s treatment of transgender individuals as students or employees. 318 In its
response letters to these claimants, OCR has not provided any additional guidance regarding
transgender or acknowledged that the exemption claimant’s interpretation of the Arcadia School District
Resolution Agreement or its own “Questions and Answers” was correct.
VIII.

Conclusion

This analysis is a first, foundational step in identifying the rules of the Title IX game, the engagement
between the Office for Civil Rights and educational institutions regarding religious exemptions to Title IX.
With an explication of the rules in hand, the challenges of administrative implementation of religious
exemption to Title IX become clear. Transparency and publicity have suffered. Relatively few know that
religious exemptions to Title IX even exist, let alone the standards by which OCR recognizes them.
Because the process began and remained entirely administrative, rather than ever mediated by a judge
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or jury or otherwise subject to public scrutiny, OCR’s policies and practices largely developed without
external appraisal or input. Beyond BYU in 1976 and two or three institutions in 2014, application of
OCR’s policies and practices to individual educational institutions has likewise occurred almost entirely
outside the public purview.
With respect to OCR’s policies and practices themselves, as applied, the control test has had little
substantive content. In the past, almost any statement of fact sufficed for OCR to find the requisite
control, even when an institution itself denied control existed. Whether OCR is now attempting to
infuse more substance into the control test remains to be seen, particularly given that it no longer
makes actual findings regarding control in its exemption recognition letters. At the same time, under
policy memoranda from the 1980s, OCR is supposed to give significant deference to educational
institutions statements of fact regarding control and conflict between religious principles and specific
sections of the Title IX regulations.
Most significantly, OCR’s administrative practice over time has returned religious exemption to Title IX
to the battle fought in 1974 and 1975 over the implementing regulations themselves. The draft
regulations allowed OCR’s director to “determin[e] whether the institution qualifies” for a religious
exemption. The final regulations did not. Despite the highly deferential standard of review, OCR has
arrogated to itself authority, arguably beyond that in either the statute or the final implementing
regulations, to review and determine an institution’s exemption. Educational institutions have largely,
although not completely, acquiesced in that transfer of authority as they have moved away from
claiming inherent exemption and making constitutional arguments.
In the end, administrative implementation of religious exemption to Title IX is not how a pluralistic
society should structure religious exemption to generally applicable non-discrimination laws. Whether,
as a statute, Title IX itself properly accounted for potentially competing values of religious liberty and
non-discrimination is another question.
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